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Executive Summary
Introduction & Project Objectives
As Downtown Castle Rock (Downtown) becomes an increasingly popular destination for residents and
visitors, it is important to proactively plan to meet the community’s parking and mobility needs. In June
2016, the Town of Castle Rock (Town), in partnership with the Castle Rock Downtown Alliance (Downtown
Alliance), contracted with Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. (Kimley-Horn) to conduct a Downtown Parking
Study (Study) to assess the Town's current and future parking needs.
The Study was designed to serve as a guide for Town decision-makers on parking management-related
topics, such as governance, organizational structure, and enforcement. Another key goal was to provide
an updated snapshot of how well on- and off-street parking in Downtown is currently being utilized.
Through conversations with Town staff and key stakeholders, the following key objectives were identified
for the Study:
 Evaluate existing parking conditions and usage characteristics;
 Manage today’s parking needs and plan;
 Prepare for future development;
 Actively listen to the community;
 Develop parking management recommendations for both the near- and longer-term; and
 Provide a roadmap and tools to jump start implementation.

This report highlights the importance and complexity of parking as a critical element in the growth,
prosperity, and livability of Downtown. With popular year-round events, investment in a new Downtown
co-working hub, popular local restaurant offerings, and several new residential developments on the
horizon, Downtown is experiencing an exciting time of rapid growth. While interest in Downtown is only
likely to increase, the Town and the Downtown Alliance are both sensitive to the "growing pains" that can
accompany increased density and activity, including traffic and new challenges related to parking and
access.

Process Overview
To fully understand the unique context and shared values of the Castle Rock community, the Kimley-Horn
team created a comprehensive, stakeholder-rich process to guide the Study.
This process included:
 Creation of a Project Steering Committee, which provided insight into existing community

plans/goals and served as a sounding board for initial Study recommendations. The Project
Steering Committee included the following representatives:
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David Corliss, Town Manager, Town of Castle Rock
Kevin Tilson, Director, Castle Rock Downtown Alliance
Kristin Zagurski, Assistant to the Town Manager, Town of Castle Rock
Thomas Reiff, Transportation Planner, Town of Castle Rock
Jack Cauley, Chief of Police, Castle Rock Police Department
Julie Kirkpatrick, Long Range Planning Manager, Town of Castle Rock
Lisa Frizell, Assessor, Douglas County

 Review of existing/ongoing planning efforts to identify community goals related to parking and

access management
 Collection of parking inventory, occupancy, utilization, and turnover data for both public and






private on- and off-street parking assets within the Downtown Castle Rock Study Area
boundaries
Creation of a multi-faceted community engagement process
Development of "low hanging fruit" recommendations which can be implemented in the nearterm and are designed to provide relief to existing parking challenges
Identification of focus areas for mid- to longer-term parking planning, policy, and management
strategies
Creation of a resource-rich library of parking management resources and best practice white
papers to assist Town staff with implementation of the Study’s recommendations.

Guiding Philosophy & Core Values
The recommendations outlined in this Study were guided by the philosophy that parking management is
about supporting inviting, walkable public spaces for people, not about warehousing cars. In short,
effective parking and access management solutions focus on getting people where they want to go, using
their preferred method of transportation—car, bicycle, public transit, and/or as a pedestrian.
The following foundational elements provided the “back-drop” for the creation of both the near- and
longer-term recommendations detailed in the following chapters. It is the consulting team’s hope that the
Town, the Downtown Alliance, and community stakeholders see the following Core Values of Parking and
Mobility Management represented in the Study’s recommendations:
1.

An Expanded Focus on Access Management and Mobility. While the development of parking
management strategies was the consultant's main task, and thus the focus of this report, longerterm planning efforts should aim to integrate parking with transit, cycling, and pedestrian
initiatives, as well as with programmatic support for enhancing transportation and
community/economic development elements.

2.

Technology. Strive to implement technologies that enhance customer experience and improve
parking, traffic, and community development functions.
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3.

Ease of Use. Help make public parking in Downtown easy to use and understand by promoting
good wayfinding, marketing, branding, and information so that the community (and visitors!)
can better use and understand the system.

4.

Customer Service. Provide exceptional customer service, designed to support citizens, business
owners, visitors, and development. Positive customer service will be the foundation for a
community-centric parking management approach that supports the quality of life values
important to the Town and its citizens.

5.

Financially Viable and Eventually Self-Sustaining. Identify creative ways to enhance current
investment for future growth in parking and/or transportation-related infrastructure.

6.

Environmentally Sustainable. Focus on encouraging alternative travel modes through smart
growth design and transportation demand management (TDM) principles.

Primary Action Items
The following section provides a high-level summary of the near- to mid-term action items detailed in
the Study’s final report.

Establish a Downtown Parking Management Team to Guide Implementation
 Establish a Downtown Parking Team (Team) that includes representatives from the Castle Rock

Police Department, Town Development Services and Public Works, the Town Manager’s Office,
and the Downtown Alliance. The newly-formed Team will meet quarterly to work through the
implementation of the recommendations included within this report as well as other Downtown
parking management issues, requests, and/or concerns that may arise.

Focus on “Mastering the Fundamentals” of Parking Management
 Consider adjusting the on-street parking time limit from two hours to three hours to

accommodate and enhance Downtown business activity and parking space turnover. Expand the
time-limited parking areas to match those recommended in Figure 1 below.
 Consistently monitor, and, when necessary, actively enforce time-limited, on-street parking.
Consider an investment in technology (i.e., License Plate Recognition software) and potentially a
Downtown/Parking Ambassador position to facilitate more regular monitoring of time-limited
parking.
 Implement recommended parking code adjustments, including required parking minimums for
residential development.
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Help People Make the Right Parking Choice for their Trip
 In cooperation with the Downtown Alliance, provide Downtown employer education regarding

employee parking options.
 Continue and expand use of temporary variable messaging signs to assist with event parking

management.

Maximize Existing Parking Infrastructure
 As growth continues, consider approaching private parking lot owners regarding shared parking

agreements for both off-peak hour use and for daily employee parking.
 Specific locations for exploration include: the Castle Rock Bank and Plaza lot, the Blue
Nectar Innovative Mexican Grill & Bar, the lot serving the retail businesses fronting Perry
Street between Second Street and Third Street, the lot behind 7-11, the lot at the
northeast corner of Fourth Street and Wilcox Street, the Emporium Lot, the lot behind
Castle Café, and the County Lot on Elbert Street.
 To capture additional parking and maximize existing infrastructure, review on-street parking
layouts in these key locations: Third and Perry Streets; Perry Street South of Second Street; and
Wilcox Street between First and Third Streets.

Strategically Invest in Communications, Marketing, and Education
 Coordinate with the Downtown Alliance to create a “one stop shop” online resource for parking







and bicycle parking options. Work collaboratively to ensure that this resource stays up-to-date
and is well-promoted.
Invest in a “statement piece” sign to encourage utilization of the existing parking garage on
Third Street.
Review/improve existing parking signage throughout Downtown to enhance wayfinding and
promote more efficient identification of available parking locations.
Consider installation of bicycle parking signage to help identify legal bicycle parking locations.
Consider a strategic investment in lower-cost parking monitoring and communication
technology as a component of enhanced wayfinding and signage exploration.
Develop a specific distinctive parking brand and visual mark that is incorporated into all parking
signage, marketing, and communications materials.
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Figure 1. Recommended On-Street Time Restrictions
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Create a Sustainable and Diverse Set of Funding Strategies
 Consider introducing a fee-in-lieu program that would support future public parking facilities

(after fully exploring limitations/implications of TABOR).
 Continue exploring funding options and public-private partnership opportunities for additional

parking facilities, including additional structured parking.
 Refresh/update discussions about a Business Improvement District (BID) as a possible funding

and organizational structure for parking planning and management.

Give Parking a “Seat at the Planning Table”
 If Downtown properties come up for sale, evaluate them for potential parking uses.
 Conduct a formal pedestrian safety audit and speed/traffic calming assessment.

Report Organization
The following report is organized into three chapters:
1. Existing Conditions & Context: This chapter provides our analysis of existing parking planning
and policy, operations, infrastructure, and utilization of current parking assets. It also
documents findings from the Study's stakeholder engagement process.
 Planning and Policy
 Ongoing planning efforts
 Policy and code review
 Inventory, Operations, and Utilization
 Inventory
 Existing management
 Current demand and utilization ("Today")
 Projecting future demand ("Tomorrow")
 Public Outreach
 Process
 Walkability Tour
 Summary of Feedback
 Infrastructure
 Parking facility visual condition assessment
 Bicycle parking assessment
2. Preparing for the Future: This chapter outlines our near-, mid-, and longer-term, and special
event parking recommendations.
 Guiding Principles
 Primary Action Items
 On-Street Parking Modifications
 Special Event Strategies
 Longer-Term Vision & Big Picture Ideas
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3. Implementation Tools: This "value-added" chapter provides guidance and best practices for
three areas that will be vitally important to consider as the Town works to develop a more
proactive approach to Downtown parking and mobility management.
 Branding, marketing and strategic communications
 Funding strategies

4. Conclusion and Resource Library

In Summary
A well-managed parking program can be a significant contributor to both advancing a community’s
economic development goals and improving the overall experience of accessing core neighborhoods, and,
in the Town’s case, an increasingly thriving Downtown business district.
The development of a strategic vision and a strong, well-defined action plan is a critical first step in the
creation of a public parking program that offers a welcoming “front door” to those who support and enjoy
Downtown. Kimley-Horn applauds the Town and the Downtown Alliance for recognizing this fact and for
making this important investment. It has been our team's pleasure to support the community through
this planning process.
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I.

Existing Conditions & Community Context

This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of existing conditions related to parking utilization,
operations, and infrastructure that exist in Downtown today. It also documents existing parking policy,
planning, and code elements that are important to consider when developing recommendations for
future investments in parking management and infrastructure.
This chapter is organized as follows:





Planning and Policy
Inventory, Operations, and Utilization
Infrastructure
Public Outreach

Planning and Policy
The Town has established a clear vision and regulatory framework to guide the development and
evolution of Downtown. The following section provides a high-level summary of existing Downtown
planning and policy documents and their supporting development regulations, which provide the
foundation and important context for this parking study.

Guiding Planning and Policy Documents
DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN (2008) - RESOLUTION 2008 - 38
The 2008 Downtown Master Plan’s vision statement and seven guiding principles are aimed at creating
an “authentic Western Downtown experience and a central gathering place, which unites neighborhoods,
families, and individuals” as the “Main Street of Douglas County.” It is focused on creating “a welcoming,
pedestrian and family friendly Downtown core” which “strategically and specifically plan[s] for public
investment in infrastructure demands in order to leverage private development.”
The Downtown Master Plan (Master Plan) divides Downtown into three districts: The Historic Core, the
Southern Section, and the Northern Sections. Each district is anticipated to have its own distinct character
and development strategy. In general terms, the Master Plan outlines traditional design expectations that
parking facilities be landscaped and placed behind, or to the side (not in front) of buildings.
The Master Plan also anticipates leveraging public parking facilities as a key public investment to catalyze
development within each district. Figure 2 illustrates locations of proposed new or expanded public
parking facilities in Downtown.
The Master Plan states: “It is essential to provide an adequate supply of parking in order to support an
active mix of uses. This can be achieved via both the creation of new parking facilities to serve increasing
demand, as well as through better management of existing parking supply.”
The Master Plan calls for the acquisition of land for parking facilities in the near-term and future
investment in additional parking garages as development occurs. Specific locations include:
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1. North Downtown at Fifth Street and Jerry Street
2. Historic Core near Third Street and the Railroad Tracks
3. Castle Rock Police Department and Municipal Court
4. Public Parking Lot at First Street and South Street
These locations are identified in Figure 2.
The Master Plan also calls for the enhanced management and additional enforcement of the two-hour
time zones for on-street spaces Downtown to ensure they are available for visitors and patrons.
The Master Plan does not mention utilizing development regulations, other than design guidelines for the
location and appearance, as an implementation tool in creating the public parking supply.
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Figure 2. Proposed New or Expanded Public Parking Facilities
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CASTLE ROCK MUNICIPAL CODE CHAPTER 17.42 DOWNTOWN OVERLAY DISTRICT
There are no parking ratio requirements for Downtown in the Town’s Municipal Code. Specifically, Title
17.42.080(B)(7)(a), Design Standards, Parking Requirements, states: “no parking requirements.” In short,
the intent of the Downtown Overlay District (DOD) is to “establish architectural, landscaping, design,
building, and use and site development regulations that encourage compatible land uses, ensure higher
quality development and function in order to protect property values and provide safe and efficient
pedestrian and automobile access.”
A comparative analysis was conducted between the Town’s current parking standards and three national
parking reference sources: the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) Recommended Parking
Standards, the Urban Land Institute’s (ULI) Recommended Shared Parking Standards, and the Parking
Consultants Council’s (PCC) Recommended Zoning Ordinance Provisions for Parking. Only the eligible land
uses within the Downtown area are shown in Table 1. All requirements listed below represent parking
minimums. None of the requirements below have established maximum parking ratios.
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Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Parking Standards and Recommendations
Alternative Parking Standards

Castle Rock Municipal Code
(17.54.040)

ITE (Conventional)1

ULI (Shared)2

PCC3

Varies

Varies

N/A

Varies

Alcoholic beverage sales

5/1,000 sf GFA

3.4/1,000 sf GLA

2.9/1,000 sf GLA

2.75/1,000 sf GLA

ATM/kiosk (stand-alone)

determined by the Director

N/A

N/A

N/A

Bed and breakfast hotel/motel

1.2/room +
req. spaces for acc. uses

1.3/room

0.9/room

N/A

Land Use
Agriculture
Nursery or greenhouse
Commercial

Office

4/1,000 sf GLA

2.4/1,000 sf

2-3/1,000 sf

3.8/1,000 sq ft GFA up to 25,000
sq ft; scaled between 25,000 to
100,000 sq ft; 3.4 for 100,000 sq
ft; scaled between 100,000 and
500,000 sq ft; 2.8/1,000 sq ft GFA
over 500,000 sq ft

Restaurant

1/3 seat, OR 12/1,000 sf GFA,
whichever is more

0.33-0.48/seat

9/1,000 sf

15/1,000 sf

Retail

4/1,000 sf GLA min.
4.5/1,000 sf GLA max

3.4/1,000 sf GLA

2.9/1,000 sf GLA

4/1,000 sf GLA

Services, commercial

5/1,000 sf GFA

3.02/1,000 sf GLA

2.9/1,000 sf GLA

4/1,000 sf GLA

Services, personal

1.5/chair + 1/emp.

3.02/1,000 sf GLA

2.9/1,000 sf GLA

4/1,000 sf GLA

1

McCourt, R. S., P.E, PTOE. (2004). Parking generation (3rd ed.) (K. G. Hooper P.E., Ed.). Washington, D.C., USA: Institute of Transportation Engineers.
Smith, M. (2005). Shared Parking (2nd ed). Urban Land Institute.
3
Smith M; Burns L; Burgan J; Cudney G; LoCoco D (2006) Recommended Zoning Ordinance Provisions for Parking. Parking Consultants Council; National Parking Association
2
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Castle Rock Municipal Code
(17.54.040)

Land Use

Alternative Parking Standards
ITE (Conventional)

1

ULI (Shared)2

PCC3

Industrial
Auto body/vehicle, RV, boat and equipment
services

3 /1,000 sf GFA + 1/emp.

Institutional/Public
Assisted living/memory care

1/unit +1/emp. Max shift
1/5 beds + 1 emp. Max shift

1.4/DU and 0.5/DU

N/A

0.5/DU and 0.35/DU

College/university/vo-tech

determined by the Director

Admin.

Admin.

Admin.

Day care center

1/emp. + 1/6 children + 1/
facility-vehicle + a pass.
loading space

0.24/student

3.7/1,000 sf

0.3/person licensed capacity
enrollment

Hospitals/clinic/medical labs

5/1,000 sf GLA

4.08/ bed

N/A

Admin.

Public facilities

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies

Commercial amusement, indoor

Varies

Recreation, indoor

4/1,000 sf GFA

5.9/1,000 sf

N/A

7/1000 sf

Recreation, outdoor

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies

Live-work unit

Admin.

Admin.

Admin.

Admin.

Multi-family

Studio:1/unit
1-bed: 1.5/unit
2 bed: 2/unit
+ 1/4 DU visit

1.5/DU

0.5/DU

1.85/DU

Multi-modal transit facilities

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies

Residential

Transportation
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It is important to note that Castle Rock Municipal Code Title 17.54.09, Reduction of Required Parking
Spaces, allows an administrative wavier, up to 25% of the code, based on demonstrated hardship and a
professional shared parking analysis. Title 17.54.060, Joint Use of Parking Spaces, allows reduced parking
based on a professional shared use analysis.
The Castle Rock Municipal Code also has a provision in Title 17.54.050, Accessible Parking Space
Requirements for the Disabled, (A)(B) that requires all new construction, or change in occupancy of
existing buildings, to create accessible parking. This accessible parking provision separates the Town from
other communities, as the International Building Code (IBC) already requires that parking facilities meet
ADA compliance. Having this provision within the zoning chapter elevates public awareness of the
requirement and supersedes the parking requirements in the IBC.
In general, the Town’s parking requirements compare well to those of ITE, ULI, and PCC in context with
the Town’s desire to create a more walkable compact downtown district. While ULI’s requirements are
generally lower than the Town’s, the Town’s shared parking waiver allowance essentially nullifies the
difference.
The key difference between the Town’s parking standards and those of the national associations
evaluated for the Study relates to the exemption of off-street parking requirements within the Downtown
area. Kimley-Horn assumes that the intent of this waiver, at the time, was to take advantage of the parking
surplus of 2008 and reduce the cost of development meant to encourage economic investment. While
this is a common policy direction to stimulate development, as has begun to yield unintended outcomes
that is already causing increased demand on the Town’s public parking supply. For example, several new
projects within these districts are not required to provide parking under the current code and are looking
to utilize on-street, public parking to satisfy building uses.
New Downtown parking requirements should be comprehensive and multi-faceted to continue to:
1. Ensure adequate parking is available for new development
2. Encourage Downtown investments
3. Increase, not decrease, the walkability and livability of the Downtown environment
4. Enable the preservation of historic buildings critical to the character and desired “main street”
feel of Downtown.

Recommended Policy Direction and Code Adjustments
While the majority of recommendations for this Study are found in Chapter 2, the consultant team felt it
was important to note three important parts of the team's planning, policy, and code recommendations
earlier in the report. These include:
1. Minimum and Maximum Parking Ratios (with first 1,000 sf exempt): Implement recommended
parking code adjustments, including required parking minimums for residential development.
2. Establish Fee-in-Lieu of Parking: Consider introducing a fee-in-lieu program that would support
future public parking facilities (after fully exploring limitations / implications of TABOR).
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MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PARKING RATIOS (WITH FIRST 1,000 SF EXEMPT)
Minimum parking ratios will ensure that a basic amount of parking is provided with all new development
in Downtown. A parking maximum will ensure that the desire for additional parking does not take away
from Downtown’s high quality of life. In Kimley-Horn’s experience, exempting the first 1,000sf of
development from a parking requirement can ensure that smaller and potentially character-defining
structures within the Downtown area remain economically viable and are not burdened with parking
requirements that cannot be accommodated.
Parking ratios around Colorado range widely, based on:
1. The availability of alternative modes of travel;
2. The desired characteristics of the physical environment (pedestrian vs. auto-oriented); and
3. The presence of shared public parking.
For example, Table 2 shows the range of industry standard parking ratios for commercial development
based on the availability of transit, the desired environment, and the abundance of shared
parking. Specific recommendations for Downtown are included in Table 3 on the following page.
Table 2. Industry Standard Parking Ratios for Commercial Developments Based on Transit Availability
Pedestrian Oriented
(shared public parking)
Premium Transit (Rail/BRT)
High Frequency Transit
Low Frequency Transit
No Transit

≤ 1 stalls/1,000 GSF
≤ 2 stalls/1,000 GSF
≤ 3 stalls/1,000 GSF
N/A

Balance between
Pedestrian / Auto
Orientation
2 stalls/1,000 GSF
3 stalls/1,000 GSF
4 stalls/1,000 GSF
5 stalls/1,000 GSF

Auto Oriented
(private parking)
N/A
≥ 5 stalls/1,000 GSF
≥ 5 stalls/1,000 GSF
≥ 6 stalls/1,000 GSF

ESTABLISH FEE-IN-LIEU OF PARKING
Concurrent with the establishment of parking requirements in Downtown, the Town should consider
creating a fee-in-lieu of parking option for Downtown investors to contribute to future public parking
facilities and related expenses. This fee-in-lieu would give developers the choice of meeting a higher
requirement for constructing private parking spaces, paying into a fund, or dedicating a public easement
over parking spaces to attain a reduced parking requirement.
Fees-in-lieu are common tools used throughout Colorado, providing incentives and funding sources for
shared public parking investments. If the Town chooses to employ a fee-in-lieu component in its land
development regulations, it must concurrently establish the parking improvement fund in the Title 3,
Revenue and Finance portion of the Castle Rock Municipal Code and outline how the collected revenues
would be allocated toward the wide-range of parking improvements identified in its plan.
The most difficult action in establishing a fee-in-lieu ordinance is the first-time establishment of the fee.
The intent of the fee would be to collect revenues needed to construct a public parking space or acquire
a public access easement for shared parking. The cost of a new surface parking lot, if land is acquired,
15

ranges between $8,000 and $12,000 per space. A parking structure costs between $20,000 and $30,000
per space.
The fee-in-lieu will evolve as land values increase in the Downtown area and the need for a second parking
structure emerges. A fee equivalent to the cost of a surface parking space should be used initially because
the most practical solution to adding parking spaces in the Town right now would be through the
acquisition of public access easements.
Downtown seeks to evolve into a more walkable environment that, longer-term, is served by higher
frequency transit with connectivity to the Denver metro area. The current parking supply in the Revised
Study Area is generally spit into approximately 28% public and 72% private. As such, a parking ratio aimed
at establishing a minimum requirement is needed to accommodate development with private parking.
The Town should also establish a lower parking ratio requirement incentive, in the form of a fee-in-lieu of
parking, to assist the Town in expanding its shared public parking throughout Downtown.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DOWNTOWN CASTLE ROCK
Table 3 illustrates the recommended parking ratios and initial fee-in-lieu for Downtown Castle Rock.
Table 3. Recommended Parking Ratios and Initial Fee-In-Lieu for Downtown Castle Rock

Non-Residential
Development
1 bedroom Residential
2 bedroom Residential
3+ bedroom Residential
Residential Guest Parking

Private Parking
Ratio
4 / 1,000sf – min.
4.5 / 1,000sf – max.
1-bedrm unit–min.
1.25-bedrm unit – max.
2-bedrm unit – min./max.
2-bedrm unit – min./max.

1 space per 8 dwelling units
in addition to the minimum
off-street parking spaces**

Fee in-lieu (Shared Public Parking)
Ratio
Fee-In-Lieu
3 / 1,000sf – min.
1-unit min./max.
2-unit min./max.
2-unit min./max.

1 space per 16 dwelling
units in addition to the
minimum off-street
parking spaces**

$10,000 per
space or public
access
easement

There is currently a national debate going on about parking requirement reform, both in the academic
arena and in practice (operations). A recent white paper on the topic, authored by part of the KimleyHorn team who worked on this Study, is included in Resource Library that accompanies this report.
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Data Collection, Analysis & Demand Modeling

Inventory
To understand existing parking assets, usage patterns, and overall parking demand needs for Downtown,
Kimley-Horn coordinated with the Town and the Downtown Alliance to identify the area of focus for the
data collection efforts. At the beginning of the data collection efforts, an “Original Study Area” was
defined, which included facilities generally bounded by the underpass for N. Wilcox Street under I-25 to
the north, I-25 to the west, Plum Creek Parkway to the south, and N. Cantril Street to the east. However,
after the initial data collection run, Kimley-Horn recommended a reduction in the Study Area to enable
collection of more accurate parking duration (length of stay) information and to remove portions of the
Original Study Area that were observed with very low utilization. The “Revised Study Area” used for the
final two data collection runs is the area generally bounded by Interstate 25 to the west, the railroad
tracks to the east, Seventh Street to the north, and slightly south of Phelps Street to the south as shown
in Figure 3.
Both public and private on-street and off-street parking, including curbside parking, parking lots, parking
garages and alleys, were collected in the Revised Study Area. A total of approximately 4,178 parking
spaces are located in the Revised Study Area, with 834 (20%) located on-street and 3,344 (80%) are
located off-street. Of these, 2,338 (70%) are designated for private use with 255 (8%) available for public
use. The remaining 751 spaces, or approximately 22% of the off-street parking supply, are located at public
properties and are designated for use only by the specific locations’ employees and visitors.
There is one Douglas County-owned, 361-space parking garage located in Downtown at 100 Third
Street. This facility has public parking access on the ground level and gated-access for County employees
on the below-grade floor and the second floor. An additional 37 parking spaces are available for public
use in the MOVE facility, which is located at the corner of Sixth Street and Jerry Street.
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Figure 3. Study Area
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Figure 4. Revised Study Area Parking Supply by Location and Type

Parking Ownership
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,351

2,000
1,500
1,000

1149

500

751

0
Public/Private

Private

Parking Access

Public

Public Parking Type
(includes Public/Private)

4,000

4,000

3,500

3,500
3,417

3,000

3,000

2,500

2,500

2,000

2,000

1,500

1,500

1,000

1,000

500

500

834

834

0

0
On-Street

Off-Street

On-Street

398
Garage

668
Surface Lot

The off-street parking system is comprised of 78 surface parking lots that fall within the Revised Study
Area, which is the area generally bounded by Interstate 25 to the west, the railroad tracks to the east,
Seventh Street to the north, and just south of Phelps Street to the south as shown in Figure 3. Table 4
provides a summary of the off-street facilities; and Figure 5 provides the corresponding location for each
Lot Identification Number.
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Table 4. Off-Street Parking Facility Inventory
Lot ID

Capacity

Type

Land Use

1

43 Private

Douglas County employee parking only

2

87 Public

CDOT ROW and County

3

16 Private

Castle Rock Museum

4

98 Public/Private

Permitted lot with 11 visitor spaces

5

65 Public/Private

Douglas County Building

6

26 Private

Restaurant/Office/Retail

7

8 Private

Legacy Hospice

8

7 Private

Castle Rock Chamber/Visitors Center

9

23 Private

VCA Douglas County Animal Hospital

10

24 Private

Retail – Auto Service facility

11

105 Private

12

27 Private

Douglas County Animal Hospital

13

20 Private

Douglas County Animal Hospital

14

27 Private

Mortuary

15

37 Private

Office/Restaurant

16

36 Private

Automotive Shop/Office

17

23 Private

Automotive Shop

18

17 Private

Bank

19

23 Private

Office Building

20

5 Private

Service business?

21

5 Private

Service business?

22

7 Private

Residential

23

9 Private

Residential

24

33 Private

Strip Mall

Restaurant

25

6 Private

26

15 Private

Dance Studio
Gas Station

27

11 Private

Restaurant

28

22 Private

Strip Mall

29

46 Private

Strip Mall

30

31 Private

Victorian Center (office/retail)

31

27 Private

Castle Rock Bank and Plaza

32

73 Private

Restaurant

33

37 Private

Strip Mall

34

23 Private

Restaurant/Fitness Center

35

34 Private

Restaurant/Retail

36

11 Private

Service business?

37

34 Private

Retail/Office

38

52 Private

Strip Mall

39

72 Private

Walgreens
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Lot ID

Capacity

Type

Land Use

40

134 Private

Retail/Service

41

21 Private

42

219 Private

Strip Mall

43

140 Public/Private

Library

Gas Station

44

13 Private

Retail – Auto Service facility

45

28 Private

Office Building

46

24 Private

Retail – Auto Service facility

47

14 Private

Retail – Liquor Store

48

42 Private

Retail/Restaurant

49

34 Private

Senior Housing Complex

50

40 Private

Courtyard/Retail/Office

51

92 Public

Unrestricted

52

100 Private

53

36 Private

54

107 Public/Private

Strip Mall
Bank
Post Office

55

41 Private

Strip Mall

56

95 Private

Police Department

57

29 Private

Retail

56 Public/Private

Office/Restaurant/Fire Department

58
59

125 Private

Douglas County School Administration

61

52 Private

Retail - Auto Service Facility

62

20 Private

Strip Mall
Lodging

63

24 Private

901*

6 Private

Dry Cleaner

902*

7 Private

Office Building

64

36 Private

Office/Warehouse

65

12 Private

Camp Bow Wow

66

9 Private

Residential

67

15 Private

Residential

68

14 Private

Residential

69

24 Private

Residential

70

12 Private

CenturyLink

71

22 Private

Medical Office

72

29 Private

Multi-family & Real Estate Office

73

34 Private

Retail/Office

74

25 Private

Mixed Use

75

188 Public/Private

Parking Garage Upper Levels

76

76 Public

Parking Garage Ground Level

77

97 Public/Private

Parking Garage Lower Level

23 Public

Overpass Lot - NE corner of Perry and Sixth

903*

21

Lot ID
904*

Capacity

Type
37 Public

Land Use
MOVE Parking Structure

Total Off-Street Private Spaces 2,351
Total Off-Street Public/Private Spaces 751
Total Off-Street Public Spaces 315
Total Off-Street Spaces 3,417

*Lot not included in data collection process

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Figure 5. Off-Street Parking Inventory by Type (Public, Private, or Public-Private)
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Existing Management
Enforcement of public parking facilities, both on- and off-street, is currently managed by the Castle Rock
Police Department (PD) Traffic Division. Kimley-Horn interviewed Castle Rock PD staff to gain an accurate
understanding of how parking is currently managed. According to staff, the Traffic Division recently
doubled with the addition of two officers, which has allowed for more regular proactive patrols of parking
throughout Downtown. Castle Rock PD also responds to a "handful" of phoned-in complaints concerning
parking each month, the majority of which are related to ADA spaces. To regulate parking Downtown,
officers use manual chalking, combined with an electronic citation system that allows Castle Rock to issue
a warning prior to assessing a citation. Citations may be appealed through the courts.

Current Demand & Utilization ("Today")
One of the most important elements of a parking study is obtaining good data that tell a story about how
a parking system – both public and private – is currently being utilized. As part of the Study, Kimley-Horn
conducted a supply/demand assessment using License Plate Recognition (LPR) technology. The data
collection efforts and subsequent analyses outlined in the following sections helped provide a solid
foundation upon which the Study's recommendations were developed.
DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS

Approach to Data Collection
Kimley-Horn utilized LPR technology to capture parking occupancy and behavioral data for the Study. This
section describes the process for collecting data with the LPR system.
The mobile LPR equipment uses a dual camera configuration, placed on the roof of the data collection
vehicle. The vehicle drives continuous loops through each collection area, counting the number of parked
vehicles. For this analysis, data was collected to understand the current Downtown parking environment
on a small to mid-sized event day, a typical weekday, and a typical Saturday. The dates of collection were:
 Wednesday, July 27, 2016
 Thursday, August 11, 2016
 Saturday, September 17, 2016

On Wednesday, July 27, data was collected during the morning/mid-day (9 am to 1 pm) and early/lateafternoon hours (2 pm to 6 pm) using the Original Study Area previously referenced in Figure 3. After the
July 27 collection, a reduced collection area (Revised Study Area) was identified to allow for capture of
duration (length of stay) information. As such, data was collected during morning (9 am to 12 pm), midday (12 pm to 3 pm), afternoon (3 pm to 5 pm), and early evening peak hours (5 pm to 8 pm) on Thursday,
August 11 and during morning/mid-day (10 am to 2 pm), early afternoon (2 pm to 4 pm), late afternoon
(4 pm to 7 pm), and evening peak hours (7 pm to 10 pm) on Saturday, September 17. This data collection
schedule is summarized in Table 5.
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Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday

Run 1
Run 1
Run 1

Run 2
Run 3

Run 2
Run 2

Run 4
Run 3

9:00 PM

8:00 PM

7:00 PM

6:00 PM

5:00 PM

4:00 PM

3:00 PM

2:00 PM

1:00 PM

12:00 PM

11:00 AM

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Table 5. Data Collection Runs

Run 4

It should also be noted that on July 27, Splash in the Park was held at Festival Park, and on the evening of
September 17 the Date Night Movie event was held at the White Pavilion.
Data received from the LPR unit was limited to a license plate number, a time stamp, and a GPS location.
The license plate number was used only to create a unique identifier for each vehicle observed. This
identifier was then assigned to each read, replacing the license plate number. Neither Kimley-Horn, nor
the Town retains any license plate information.

Parking Occupancy
The industry “best practice” threshold for identifying demand constraints for a system is when
occupancies reach 80 to 85% consistently. Interestingly, this level of occupancy does not necessarily have
to happen across the entire system for users to experience difficulty finding parking. When facilities with
the highest demand (and in the most popular areas) are consistently full, the perception of parking
availability can deteriorate throughout an entire downtown area.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 present the parking occupancies within the Study Area. The figures compare the
occupancy of the overall occupancy of off-street and on-street parking in the Study Area on the collection
dates by time of day for the following snapshots in time:







Morning:
Mid-Day:
Early-Afternoon:
Late-Afternoon:
Early-Evening
Evening:

10 am
12 pm
2 pm
4 pm
6 pm
8 pm
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Figure 6. Overall On-Street Parking Occupancy by Day and Collection Period

Overall On-Street Occupancy Trends
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Morning

Mid-Day

Wednesday, July 27, 2016

Early Afternoon

Late Afternoon

Thursday, August 11, 2016

Evening

Saturday, September 17, 2016

Figure 7. Overall Off-Street Parking Occupancy by Day and Collection Period

Overall Off-Street Occupancy Trends
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Morning

Mid-Day

Wednesday, July 27, 2016

Early Afternoon

Thursday, August 11, 2016

Late Afternoon

Evening

Saturday, September 17, 2016
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The data indicates that on a typical weekday, peak demands for both on-street and off-street occur around
mid-day. Weekday occupancies are consistent with land uses in the downtown environment, showing the
steady influx of employee parkers entering the Study Area to park off-street in longer term spaces at a
higher rate than visitors who increase steadily throughout the morning and utilize shorter term on-street
spaces.
 Weekday Peak (On/Off-Street): Mid-day (approximately 12 pm to 2 pm)

On a typical weekend day (based on Saturday, September 17), data indicates that as the evening goes on,
occupancies in on-street facilities increase, while off-street decreases, reflecting the arrival of part-time
employees and nightlife and event patrons.
 Weekend Peak (Off-Street): Late morning/mid-day (approximately 10 am to 2 pm)
 Weekend Peak (On-Street): Evening (approximately 7 pm to 9 pm)

This pattern is reflected in Table 6.
Table 6. Overall Occupancy per Collection Period

Morning
Mid-Day
Early Afternoon
Late Afternoon
Evening

Wednesday
July 27, 2016
Off-Street On-Street
45%
40%
41%
46%
-

Thursday
August 11, 2016
Off-Street On-Street
32%
42%
30%
53%
27%
40%
18%
42%
-

Saturday
September 17, 2016
Off-Street On-Street
18%
35%
15%
37%
13%
30%
10%
39%

Occupancy heat maps for peak time periods collected can be seen in the maps below. A complete
summary of data collections is available for on-street parking by block face in Appendix A, with additional
heat maps for all collection periods in Appendix B.
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Figure 8. Occupancy Map for Wednesday, July 27, 2016 (9:00 am – 1:00 pm)
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Figure 9. Occupancy Map for Thursday, August 11, 2016 (12:00 pm – 2:30 pm)
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Average Parking Duration (Length of Stay)
In addition to occupancy data, the LPR technology allows for analysis of how long vehicles tend to park in
the area. The length of stay information was analyzed for on-street parking facilities. Higher rates of
turnover are typically encouraged for on-street parking to improve access to businesses, while long-term
parkers are encouraged to use off-street facilities. Figure 10 illustrates length of stay data throughout the
Revised Study Area for on-street facilities on Thursday, August 11 and Saturday, September 17. Data
collected on Wednesday, July 27 was excluded from the duration analysis as each run using the Original
Study Area required approximately four hours and did not capture shorter on-street parking trips.
Figure 10. On-Street Length of Stay

On-Street Duration
900
800
700

825
713

600
500
400
300
200
82

100

69

66
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29

32
5

1

0
0-2 hours

2-4 hours
Thursday, August 11, 2016

4-6 hours

6-8 hours

8+ hours

Saturday, September 17, 2016

Areas with the most frequently observed time violations included:







Third Street from Perry Street to Wilcox Street
Fourth Street from Perry Street to Wilcox Street
Fourth Street from Wilcox Street to Perry Street
Jerry Street from Fourth Street to Fifth Street
Wilcox Street from Third Street to Fourth Street
Wilcox Street from Fifth Street to Sixth Street

Parking Turnover
Parking turnover data for Thursday, August 11 and Saturday, September 17, 2016 is summarized in Table
7. As with the duration analysis, data collected on Wednesday, July 27 was excluded as spaces were only
observed every four hours on this date. Appendix C provides a summary of the turnover data.
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1,860 4,873

Violation Hours
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Number of Time
Violations

8+ hours

104

Average
Turnover

6-8 hours

151

Average
Duration (hours)

4-6 hours

1,538

Total Duration
(hours)

2-4 hours

898

Total Vehicles

0-2 hours

Total

Inventory

Table 7. On-Street Parking Turnover Summary

2.62

2.07

120

370

Further analysis of the data reveals that the two-hour spaces turned over approximately 2.5 times during
the collection period and that vehicles parking in these spaces stayed an average of 41 minutes, falling
within the posted restriction of 2-hour parking. However, according to industry standard, on-street
parking spaces in a downtown area should turn over approximately four (4) times per day. Lower turnover
rates coupled with the presence of 120 time violations (representing 370 violation hours in the Downtown
area) support what was heard from community stakeholders, especially business owners, about parkers
violating the posted two-hour time limits.
This lack of compliance with posted time limits, coupled with low observed turnover rates, can indicate a
low level of enforcement and/or need to re-evaluate parking regulations like time-limits. Effective
utilization of time-restricted parking is dependent upon both clear signage and active monitoring
(enforcement). Since on-street parking is considered to be the most convenient (and therefore valuable)
parking within a downtown parking system, turnover of these spaces is important to the health of
downtown businesses that depend on customer and visitor convenience.

Data Collection Summary – Key Findings by Date of Collection
The following provides as summary of key findings from the data collection efforts described above:
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 2016
 On-Street
 Peak occupancies were observed to be in the afternoon, between 2 pm and 6 pm (43%).
 Four sections of curbside parking were observed to be at or near capacity throughout the
day. These areas have unrestricted parking, apart from Perry Street between Fourth Street
and Third Street, which has a two-hour limit:
 Sixth Street from Wilcox Street to Jerry Street;
 Jerry Street from Fifth Street to Sixth Street;
 Perry Street from Fourth Street to Third Street; and
 South Street from Cantril Street to the railroad tracks.
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 Off-Street
 Peak occupancies were observed in the morning/midday, between 9 am and 1 pm (49%).
 During the peak period, nine facilities throughout the Revised Study Area were observed at

or near capacity (85%+).
THURSDAY, AUGUST 11, 2016
 On-Street
 Peak occupancies were observed mid-day, between 12 pm and 2 pm (47%).
 Parking concentrations shift from the northern and central portions of the study in the
morning and mid-day to the southern and central portions of the study into the afternoon
and evening hours.
 83% of vehicles were parked for two hours or less.
 Off-Street
 Peak occupancies were observed mid-day, between 12 pm and 2 pm (56%).
 Eight (8) facilities throughout the Revised Study Area were observed to be at or near
capacity (85%+) throughout the day. Specifically, Lot 58 was observed to be at or near
capacity through the entire day, and Lots 46, 48, and 74 were observed to be at or near
capacity during both the morning and mid-day collections.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2016
 On-Street
 Peak occupancies were observed to be in the evening, between 7 pm and 10 pm (35%).
 The central portion of the Revised Study Area experienced the greatest occupancies. These
occupancies occurred in very localized areas, bordered by blocks with excessive capacity.
 83% of vehicles were parked for two hours or less.
 Off-Street
 Peak occupancies were observed to be in the morning, between 10 am and 1 pm (37%).
 Five (5) facilities, mostly in the central core section of the Revised Study Area, near the
intersection of Perry Street and Third Street, remained at or near capacity throughout the
morning.

Data Collection Snapshot








“Hot spots” of high occupancy (85+) exist on-street; however, there is typically available parking
within a one block walk
 These “hot spots” of high occupancies shift throughout the day (from the north/central
portion to the central portions of the Revised Study Area)
Overall peak in the Revised Study Area is morning to mid-day (9 am to 1 pm) during the week
Limited spillover into adjacent residential areas was observed during data collection efforts
The majority of parkers are staying for less than two hours, however each space turns
approximately 50% less often than would be expected in a typical downtown setting (two times
per day vs. four times per day)
County parking garage had adequate capacity (was underutilized) throughout all data collection
dates and times
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Table 8. Summary of Study Area Peak Utilization

Public Assets
On-Street
On-Street (residential removed)
Off-Street
Overall
Overall (residential removed)

Inventory
834
598
255
1,089
876

Peak Utilization
53%
63%
55%
46%
63%

Shared Parking Demand Modeling
The scenarios presented below were developed based on data provided by the Town, the Downtown
Alliance, and Douglas County (the County), as well as data collected in the field. The data used in this
model includes:
 Land use information – Provided by the Town, the Downtown Alliance and/or the County;
represents the type of land use and its intensity (e.g. 5,000 sf restaurant or 50-unit
condominium).
 Parking information – Collected in the field; consists of parking capacity, user type, and
occupancy for peak hours and non-peaks conditions.
 Scenario information – Provided by the Town, the Downtown Alliance and/or the County;
includes ongoing and projected developments and associated parking.
The model was used to evaluate two distinct scenarios:
 Existing Conditions – Represents 2016 peak conditions for all public and private parking
facilities within the Revised Study Area.
 Near-Term Development – Represents new development that is approved, under
construction, or in the review process within the Revised Study Area.
The following sections describe the analyses and outputs from each scenario.

Existing Conditions Scenario
This model represents existing conditions in Downtown (as of December 2016) and utilizes parking
demand estimates provided in the ULI’s Shared Parking, 2nd Edition. The following is a summary of the
land use intensities that were incorporated into the model:










Residential – 142 units
General Retail – 79,651 sf
Office – 163,048 sf
Green Space – 1 acre
Firehouse – 17,700 sf
Library – 45,835 sf
Religious Center – 7,171 sf
Service Garage – 12,181 sf
Storage Facility – 2,748 sf
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RESULTS
Table 9 presents a comparison of unadjusted, estimated parking demands from the Demand Model and
observed peak demands from Kimley-Horn’s Summer 2016 LPR data collection process.
In August and September 2016, the Demand Model estimates very closely matched field observations,
with less than 5% difference. In July 2016, however, the Demand Model underestimated demands by
nearly 50%. This can likely be attributed to Splash in the Park, which is a weekly event in July that was
captured during the data collection process.
Table 9. Estimated vs. Observed Existing Peak Parking Demands for Study Area

Weekday, July 2016
Weekday, August 2016
Weekend, September 2016

Estimated Peak
Hour Demand
1,052
1,063
652

Observed Peak Hour
Demand
1,846
1,451
889

Adjustment Factor
*specific to land use
+3.65%
+3.64%

To estimate peak parking demands by month, a rounded local adjustment factor of +3.65% for
weekdays and +3.64% for weekends has been applied to the model to reflect observed conditions.
Additionally, to mirror the July events and the notable increase in demand specifically related to Festival
Park activities, the weekday base ratio was increased for the multipurpose recreational facility in July
only to capture this specific event. Figure 11 and Figure 12 present estimated peak public and private
parking demands by month within the Revised Study Area after applying these adjustment factors to the
results. Based on the existing land uses and ULI’s seasonal adjustment factors, peak demands are
predicted to occur in July.
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Figure 11. Existing Conditions Shared Parking Demand – Weekday
Demand
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Figure 12. Existing Conditions Shared Parking Demand – Weekend
Demand
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Near-Term Development Scenario
The development included in the Near-Term scenario was provided by the Town, Downtown Alliance and
the County. These projects are planned, pending review, or currently under construction. Table 10
presents the project name, use, and intensity of each of these projects. Based on information provided by
the Downtown Alliance, it is assumed that approximately 445 net parking stalls would be added in
association with these developments.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the estimated increase in parking demand over Existing Conditions with
these additional land uses, maintaining the adjustments previously applied. Occupancy percentages
shown assume an overall parking supply of approximately 4,760 stalls.
Table 10. Adjustments for Near-Term Land Use Intensities
Project
1. The MOVE Building
2. Sushi Restaurant
3. Mercantile Commons

4. 221 Wilcox

5. Riverwalk
6. Festival Park
7. Mirage Dental Center

8. Unknown (contingency, based
upon historical data)

Land Use
Office
Casual/Fine Dining
Retail
Restaurant
Office
Residential
Retail
Restaurant
Office
Residential
Retail
Restaurant
Office
Residential
Green Space Expansion
Medical/Dental Office
Office
Office
Residential
Retail
Restaurant
(not fast food-no drive thru)

Intensity
50,000 sf
2,500 sf
3,600 sf
3,600 sf
7,200 sf
10 units
6,250 sf
6,250 sf
25,000 sf
12 units
7,500 sf
2,500 sf
20,000 sf
228 units
+1 acre
5,747 sf
6,713 sf
25,000 sf
50 units
5,000 sf
2,500 sf
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Figure 13. Near-Term Shared Parking Demand with Projected Development – Weekday
Existing Demand
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Figure 14. Near-Term Shared Parking Demand with Projected Development – Weekend
Existing Demand
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With these proposed land uses, overall peak parking demands within the Revised Study Area are
anticipated to approximately double during peak hours, increasing by than 1,000 parked vehicles. While
the overall occupancy levels within the Revised Study Area under this scenario will be dependent on the
actual parking supply increase, the assumed net 445-stall increase is likely to be adequate to serve the
additional demand without exceeding the industry recommended 85% occupancy threshold across the
entire Revised Study Area.

Recommendations
Based on the analysis detailed above, the following recommendations were identified:
 Consider adjusting the on-street parking time limit from 2-hours to 3-hours to accommodate

and enhance Downtown business activity and parking space turnover. Expand the time-limited
parking areas to match those recommended in Figure 15.
 Consistently monitor, and, when necessary, actively enforce time-limited, on-street parking.
Consider an investment in technology (i.e., LPR) and potentially a Downtown/Parking
Ambassador position to facilitate more regular monitoring of time-limited parking.
 As growth continues, consider approaching private parking lot owners regarding shared parking
agreements for both off-peak hour use and for daily employee parking.
o Specific locations for exploration include: the Castle Rock Bank and Plaza lot, the Blue
Nectar Innovative Mexican Grill & Bar, the lot serving the retail businesses fronting Perry
Street between Second Street and Third Street, the lot behind 7-11, the lot at the
northeast corner of Fourth and Wilcox, the Emporium Lot, the lot behind Castle Café,
and the County Lot on Elbert Street.
An electronic copy of the full demand models, both existing and near-term scenarios, will be provided to
the Town via USB drive.
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Figure 15. Recommended On-Street Time Restrictions
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Public Outreach

Outreach Overview
A critical element of developing a successful parking plan is clear and concise communication with various
user groups, coupled with proactive and authentic stakeholder engagement. For the Study, intentional
and targeted outreach to the Downtown community and surrounding neighborhoods was designed to
provide both Town staff and the consultant team with valuable insight into the real and perceived parking
and transportation challenges that residents and visitors face when visiting Downtown.
In July 2016, a Stakeholder Engagement Strategy was developed to support the Study by:
 Introducing the project to community leaders, stakeholders, and the general public;
 Placing parking, transportation, and mobility management into the larger context of economic

and community development; and
 Listening to and documenting the stakeholder feedback, concerns, and suggestions.

The Castle Rock community was given multiple opportunities and formats to provide their feedback,
including:
 Project Steering Committee
 Public Project Kick-off Meeting, including a Downtown Walkability Tour (July)
 Project Website (August – December)
 Stakeholder Focus Group Meetings (October)
 Douglas County
 Event planners / producers
 Craig and Gould Neighborhood residents
 Developers and property owners
 Retailers
 DDA/DMA Board of Directors
 Online Questionnaire (November)
 Booth at the Transportation Master Plan Open House (November)
 Downtown Development Authority / Downtown Merchants Association Board Updates (July,
October, and December)
The main goal of the stakeholder engagement process was to provide community members with an
opportunity to share their experiences, perceptions, ideas, and concerns related to parking in and around
the downtown area.

Summary of Online Questionnaire Results
The online questionnaire was open from November 7 through November 30, 2016 and was promoted via
postcard mailer (distributed by the Town), through the Town and Downtown Alliance’s e-mail distribution
list, on a project website, and on social media. In total, 268 individuals completed the questionnaire.
A high-level sampling of results is provided below. Complete reporting of the questionnaire results is
available in Appendix E.
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Questionnaire findings – Demographics
Gender Identification
6%

33%
62%

Female

Male

NA

WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
BEST DESCRIBES YOU?
I'M A RESIDENT OF DOWNTOWN

7%

I'M A RESIDENT OF CASTLE ROCK AND RESIDE OUTSIDE OF
DOWNTOWN

48%

I'M A BUSINESS OWNER IN DOWNTOWN

8%

I OWN PROPERTY IN DOWNTOWN

4%

I'M AN EMPLOYEE AT A BUSINESS IN DOWNTOWN

12%

I VISIT DOWNTOWN
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

19%
1%
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WHEN DRIVING TO DOWNTOWN CASTLE ROCK,
WHERE DO YOU TYPICALLY PARK?
ON-STREET

62%

SURFACE PARKING LOT
PARKING GARAGE
IN A NEARBY NEIGHBORHOOD
I DO NOT DRIVE OR PARK

21%
3%
1%
1%

OTHER (PLEASE EXPLAIN)

12%

WHEN DRIVING,HOW LONG DOES IT USUALLY TAKE
YOU TO FIND A PARKING SPACE IN THE
DOWNTOWN AREA?
LESS THAN 1 MINUTE

9%

1-2 MINUTES

23%

3-5 MINUTES

37%

5-7 MINUTES

18%

7-10 MINUTES

6%

MORE THAN 10 MINUTES
I DO NOT DRIVE AND PARK

7%
1%
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WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MOST
ACCURATELY DESCRIBES YOUR TYPCIAL
PARKING EXPERIENCE IN DOWNTOWN
CASTLE ROCK?
4%

I can find parking that is close to my destination
quickly and easily.

9%

I can find parking that is close to my destination in
a reasonable amount of time.

30%
37%

I can find parking quickly, however it is usually not
close to my destination.
It is challenging to find parking and when I do, it is
usually not close to my destination.

20%

Other (please specify)

HOW DO YOU TYPICALLY TRAVEL TO DOWNTOWN
CASTLE ROCK?
DRIVE
BICYCLE

90%
1%

WALK

7%

CARPOOL/RIDE WITH SOMEONE
ELSE

1%

TAXI

0%

OTHER

2%
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AS A RESIDENT OF DOWNTOWN CASTLE
ROCK, WHAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR VIEWS
CONCERNING DOWNTOWN PARKING ISSUES
IMPACTING YOUR RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD?
DOWNTOWN PARKING ISSUES CREATE A SUBSTANTIAL
BURDEN ON NEARBY RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS.

39%

DOWNTOWN PARKING ISSUES CREATE A SMALL
BURDEN ON NEARBY RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS,
PARTICULARLY WITH LARGE EVENTS.

46%

DOWNTOWN PARKING ISSUES DO NOT SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPACT NEARBY RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS

OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY:

14%

0%

Walkability Tour
As part of the project kick-off meeting on July 7, the Kimley-Horn team led a group of Downtown
stakeholders on a walkability tour of Downtown (Figure 16). Approximately 25 people participated in the
tour, including members of the Downtown Alliance Board of Directors, the Project Steering Committee
and Town Councilors.
The purpose of the tour was to give stakeholders an opportunity to "experience" Downtown as a
pedestrian and to observe elements of the pedestrian environment. While this Study is mainly focused on
understanding and improving Downtown parking access, a community's real and perceived "walkability"
can play an important role in a person's decision to embrace a "park once" philosophy, instead of getting
back in their car every time they want to move from one location to another. As part of the walkability
tour, stakeholders made four stops throughout Downtown, including:
Stop 1: Corner of Second Street and Wilcox Street
Stop 2: Douglas County Parking Garage
Stop 3: Corner of Jerry Street and Fourth Street
Stop 4: Corner of Perry Street and Fourth Street
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The group was asked to provide feedback on what they noticed during the walk between stops and at
each stop. While this effort wasn't designed to be a full "walking audit," the group who participated
identified several consistent themes during the tour:
 Sidewalks are narrow in several places through the Downtown core.
 Several times the tour group had to walk single-file on the sidewalk and it was noted that

those with mobility issues would have even more significant challenges.
 The addition of a few 15-minute loading zones spaces, like the one in front of the florist shop,

would be well-utilized and beneficial for Downtown merchants.
 Traffic moved very quickly in some areas, especially along Wilcox Street and Perry Street.
 Several guests on the tour, including a Kimley-Horn intern, noted surprise that the County-owned







parking garage was actually a parking garage, as the façade hides the building use so well; the
group agreed that additional garage signage was needed.
The "Free Cycle" Downtown bike share program is a great community asset that could potentially
benefit from a more strategic location that could potentially connect to other
transportation/parking offerings (like the parking garage).
While crosswalks observed during this tour were largely well-marked, some of the landscaping
elements (trees, planters) made visibility challenging for pedestrians crossing the street.
Castle Rock PD was observed manually chalking tires.
On-street parking was observed to be well-utilized in areas along the walking tour path, including
both Third and Fourth Streets from Wilcox Street to Perry Street and along Perry Street from Third
Street to Fourth Street.

Figure 16. Walking Audit Map
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Stakeholder Engagement – Summary of Key Issues
The following statements provide a high-level overview of the most frequently mentioned “key issues”
when all outreach efforts (i.e., online questionnaire, small group stakeholder meetings) are looked at
collectively:
 Concern about impact of new development. There is a moderate to significant amount of
anxiety/concern about how upcoming development projects will impact parking in Downtown.
 “Tale of Two Cities.” While about half of the individuals who provided feedback for this Study
expressed concern about a "lack of available parking,” an almost equal number of people said
that they had no trouble finding parking in the Downtown area on a "normal" weekday (not an
event day).
 Feeling that on-street time limits could be managed more effectively. Downtown businesses feel
that parking is challenging on-street during normal weekday business hours due to a perceived
lack of consistent parking regulation (i.e., time-limited parking and enforcement).
 Pedestrian safety and visibility is a concern. As referenced above in the walkability tour
comments, a common theme that was heard throughout the stakeholder process was concern
about the speed of traffic, crosswalk safety, and pedestrian visibility.
 Communication/information about where to park is needed. Information that assists people
with "making the right parking choice for their trip" can be an important tool that can rapidly
improve a customer's parking experience. Guidance about where to park, how long one can park
and how regular parking options will be impacted by events, small and large, is needed. In addition
to providing general parking information, the two main areas for the Town to focus their efforts
on are 1) continuing to improve/invest in event parking information and 2) identifying off-street
parking for employees and/or customers who anticipate longer stays (over the posted two-hour
time limits). As one stakeholder put it "Castle Rock has an education problem, not a parking
problem.”

Parking Facility Visual Assessment
The purpose of the visual assessment was to document existing conditions of the parking facilities within
the Revised Study Area. The effort was limited to a visual assessment of these facilities, including:
pavement conditions, striping stall widths, and signage location/effectiveness. Observations of these
facilities was completed on October 5, 2016. A list of the parking locations included in this summary are:







Parking Garage immediately east of the Douglas County Government Building
Surface parking lots immediately north of the Douglas County Government Building
Surface parking lots around the Wilcox Building
Surface parking lots around the Douglas County School Administration Building
Surface parking lot at the Castle Rock Museum
On-street parking along Seventh Avenue East of Wilcox and north of the Castle Rock Beer
Company
 Surface parking lot near Town Hall north of South Street
 Surface parking lot at the Douglas County Library
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In general, most of the surface parking lots were observed to be in fair condition with evidence of only
minor cracking throughout. Most the lots appear to be well-maintained.
The Douglas County-owned parking garage appears to be in good condition. The facility is clean, with no
visible evidence of pavement cracking or damage. The lighting on the first and lower level floors was
observed to be a bit dark, even during day light hours and should be assessed to ensure that it meets foot
candle requirements. The striping throughout was clear and spaced appropriately and consistently per
Town standards. Broadly, the striping within most parking lots appears to be well-maintained and
effective. One facility that falls short is the public parking lot next to the Castle Rock Museum (off Elbert
between Fourth and Fifth Streets). The parking stall widths are not consistent and the paint is old, faded,
and should be re-striped.
The existing surface lots immediately north of the Douglas County Government Building and around the
Wilcox Building are showing signs of age and could be nearing the end of their life-cycles. The aggregate
within the asphalt is exposed, which can allow water to infiltrate into the subgrade. There were some
potholes present; these tend to be a direct result of water infiltration. These could be addressed with a
patch and seal for temporary measures; however, a mill and overlay could be beneficial within the two
lots to extend the usable service life of the existing subgrade/pavement.
The surface parking lot near Town Hall, just west of Perry Street between South Street and First Street, is
in fair to poor condition. There are significant signs of cracking throughout. Asphalt failure to this
magnitude can allow water to penetrate the structural sub-base, causing it to fail and enabling further
damage to the pavement section. If these cracks are not maintained they can lead to significant repair
costs in the future.
EXISTING PARKING LOT SIGNAGE
Most of the existing parking and wayfinding signs are well-maintained, easily visible, and well-located.
This is especially the case along Wilcox Street and Perry Street. During the assessment, it was noted that
a couple of the existing parking signs were bent and should be replaced: one within the lot immediately
north of the Douglas County Government Building and one along Wilcox Street.
However, it is strongly recommended that the Town do a more thorough review of existing parking
signage throughout Downtown to identify areas where additional signage could be implemented to
enhance wayfinding and promote more efficient identification of available parking locations. More visible,
permanent and well-branded parking signage should be considered as a replacement to existing
temporary signage installations. For example, one of the posted signs for the County-owned garage is in
the form of a banner affixed to a light pole. These banners are temporary measures that visitors are not
often looking for when they are trying to find parking. Due to the parking garage's exterior treatment and
brick building façade, it is not immediately apparent to a visitor that the building is for parking, let alone
public parking. The addition of signage to this facility, specifically a “statement piece,” variable-messaging,
and/or electronic signage, as is allowed by the Town's Downtown signage and design guidelines, is
recommended.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Parking Facilities
 Generally, most public parking lots are in fair condition with only minor cracking. There are only








a couple of minor potholes that could be addressed with a patch and seal.
 The parking along Seventh Street between Wilcox Street and Perry Street is in good condition,
as is the newly paved area just north of the Castle Rock Beer Company. Striping is clear and
consistent.
 The lot just east of Perry Street between South Street and First Street is in fair to poor
condition. There are significant signs of cracking throughout. Asphalt failure to this magnitude
can allow water to penetrate the structural sub-base, causing it to fail and enabling further
damage to the pavement section.
The parking lot across from the Douglas County Wilcox Building could be nearing the end of its
life cycle. The aggregate within the asphalt is exposed, showing that the pavement is old. There
are large cracks throughout, including a couple significant pot holes.
The surface parking facilities adjacent to the Douglas County Wilcox Building should be repaired
to fill in the large cracks and small potholes throughout the entire parking lot.
If the County does not have use for the spaces in the garage, better utilization of this resource
would bring more spaces to Downtown.
Lighting in the parking garage should be reviewed for compliance with industry-standard foot
candle requirements.
The striping of most parking lots is well maintained and effective. The public parking lot next to
the Castle Rock Museum (off Elbert between Fourth and Fifth Streets) should be re-striped. The
parking stall widths are not consistent and the paint is faded.

Signage
 Most of the existing parking signs within the Revised Study Area are well-maintained, easily

visible, and effectively located. Two parking signs are bent and should be replaced.
 Invest in a “statement piece” sign to encourage utilization of the existing parking garage on

Third Street.
 Review/improve existing parking signage throughout Downtown to enhance wayfinding and

promote more efficient identification of available parking locations.

Bicycle Parking Assessment
The purpose of this assessment is to document the existing bicycle parking facilities within the Revised
Study Area. At the time of this Study, a complementary effort was being undertaken by the Town to
update the 2011 Transportation Master Plan. As such, Kimley-Horn’s analysis of bicycle parking was
limited to a visual assessment of the condition of these facilities, including: location, quantity, and signage
location/effectiveness. Opportunities to incorporate additional bicycle parking facilities within the Revised
Study Area were also evaluated.
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EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE

Existing Bicycle Network
The County contains an extensive bicycle network that allows bicyclists to access many areas of the
greater Castle Rock area, in addition to Cherry Creek Trail, which connects to Denver’s bicycle network.
There are no existing dedicated bicycle lanes in Downtown. Per the 2011 Transportation Master Plan,
Downtown features existing 8 feet to 10 feet shared use paths on both the east and west sides of Wilcox
Street. The paths extend from Eigth Street to South Street, providing a corridor through the busiest part
of Downtown4. Although the pavement on these paths has been well-maintained, there are multiple
obstructions that reduce the clear travel width. Trees, street signs, and light poles are three main
obstructions that limit the clear path of travel through this corridor. Limited travel width for a shared use
path creates more dangerous interactions between bicyclists and pedestrians sharing the same path.
Furthermore, there is no existing signage to denote the path as a multi-use side path, which, if there,
would warn both bicyclists and pedestrians to use caution and share the path safely.

Existing Bicycle Parking Infrastructure
The existing bicycle parking in Downtown is well-maintained and easily accessible. Multiple bicycle racks
are spread throughout the greater Downtown area, allowing bicyclists to easily park their bicycles and
walk a minimal distance to their destinations. Furthermore, bicycle parking is not overcrowded. According
to data collected on October 5, 2016, of the existing 76 bicycle parking spaces in Downtown, only three
spaces were being occupied, while seven bicycles were observed in the area.
As mentioned previously, there are no dedicated bicycle lanes in Downtown. A striped bike lane would
ease the stress on bicyclists sharing the road with vehicular traffic. Wilcox Street and Perry Street both
possess wide sidewalks for pedestrians, but it is not recommended that bicyclists share the path. The lack
of a delineated bicycle network within the Revised Study Area creates difficulty for the bicycling
community traveling throughout the Revised Study Area.

Existing Bicycle Parking Locations and Counts
Adequate bicycle parking is essential for promoting biking as a viable form of transportation. Without
enough bicycle parking near key destinations, residents will be deterred from choosing biking as their
main or alternative transportation mode. The Downtown area is home to ten (10) separate bicycle parking
locations, which can be seen in Appendix D. Research shows that the average pedestrian is willing to walk
approximately 500 feet from a parking location to their destination5. In order to be conservative and
promote convenience for bicycle commuters, the figure below displays a 400-foot radius around each
bicycle parking location.

4

Transportation Master Plan. Town of Castle Rock, Colorado. (2011, September). Retrieved from:
http://www.crgov.com/1840/Transportation-Master-Plan.
5
Untermann, Richard K. Accommodating the Pedestrian: Adapting Towns and Neighborhoods for Walking and
Biking, Van Nostand Reinhold, New York, 1984
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Figure 17. Bicycle Parking Facilities Map
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Although the areas along Wilcox Street and Perry Street between Second and Fifth Streets feature bicycle
parking that can theoretically service all of Downtown, there are some issues with the existing
infrastructure. Bicycle parking exists within close proximity to the heart of Downtown, but it is not clearly
visible. For example, Figure 18 features four inverted U-racks located near the entrance at the north and
south sides of the Wilcox Building. However, these are likely not seen by commuters that travel along
adjacent streets. Posted bicycle signage could be useful to notify cyclists of nearby bicycle parking.

Figure 18. Existing Bicycle Parking at Wilcox Building

During Kimley-Horn’s visual assessment, it was observed that existing bicycle parking infrastructure in
Downtown is underutilized compared to the overall inventory, as can be seen in Appendix D. The
inventory data was collected on Wednesday, October 5, 2016, with satisfactory weather conditions. While
the morning temperatures were brisk it was sunny and dry with no sign of inclement weather and was
suitable for biking. Data was collected during the hours of 9:00 am to 12:00 pm. Out of a total inventory
of 76+/- bicycle spaces, only seven (7) bicycles were parked within the Downtown area, with three of
those utilizing bicycle parking racks and the remaining four secured to other items such as light poles and
parklet railings. Although there is evidence that the Town has worked to provide some bicycle parking
inventory, utilization of this infrastructure can be improved, as outlined in the recommendations below.
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The strategic placement of bicycle parking needs further investigation in order to sufficiently meet the
needs of those accessing downtown by bicycle.
RECOMMENDATIONS
These recommendations are a proactive approach to promote biking as an alternative form of
transportation to the citizens of the Town. While it is important to note that not everyone will want to
choose to substitute a bicycle for a car for their commute or when taking their family to a Downtown
event, it is important to consider cycling as part of the Town’s “menu” of transportation options.
Investment in bicycle infrastructure can encourage those who do wish to make an alternative choice to
driving to do so more regularly.
Recommendations have been organized into three categories:
1. Improving Existing Infrastructure;
2. Improving Visibility; and
3. Strategic Placement of New Bicycle Parking.

Improving existing infrastructure
To develop a low-stress network throughout the Downtown area, it is recommended that the Town
implement enhanced bicycle infrastructure within the Downtown core. This could include dedicated bike
lanes, additional strategically-placed bicycle parking, and bicycle parking signage. The existing multi-use
paths along Wilcox Street are ideally located to bring bicyclists through Downtown, but they could be
enhanced by increasing the width of the clear path of travel. The locations of the trees, light poles, and
signs inside of the path should be evaluated to determine if relocation is an option to increase the clear
path of travel along the path. Further study is necessary to determine the feasibility of modifying these
multi-use paths.

Improving Visibility
Improving visibility of existing and proposed bicycle parking infrastructure will help identify locations for
bicyclists to secure their bicycles in the Downtown area. Additionally, implementing new signage to
denote bicycle parking could help create a more convenient and predictable experience. Updated, wellplaced and branded signage could expedite cyclists’ ability to locate existing bicycle infrastructure and
park legally at bike racks rather than elsewhere (i.e., around trees or light poles). Furthermore, signage
identifying existing bicycle paths and trails could be implemented to allow the bicyclists to more easily
navigate throughout the existing network in and around Downtown.

Strategic Placement of New Bicycle Parking
While Downtown does have a broad network of facilities available for the cycling community to utilize, it
does not feature the easily visible, centrally-located bicycle parking necessary to promote cycling as a
viable transportation alternative. The exception to this, and a great example for future investments in
bicycle infrastructure, is the rack and maintenance station that is a part of the FreeCycle hub, located in
front of Town Hall (corner of Wilcox Street and First Street), as shown in Figure 19 below. The ideal
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location for a new bike rack would allow the bicyclist to park and walk less than 400 feet to any point in
the heart of Downtown6. The area along the west side of Wilcox Street, in front of the Douglas County
Wilcox Building, would be an ideal location for a large bicycle rack that could be easily visible from Wilcox
Street. Ideally, to maximize the potential to decrease both traffic and parking congestion in Downtown,
bicycle racks would be located conveniently near all potential Downtown destinations. U-racks are
relatively inexpensive options that facilitate properly securing the bicycle to the fixture.
Figure 19. Existing Bicycle Parking Outside of Town Hall

Bicycle Parking Infrastructure
Utilizing consistent bicycle parking infrastructure can both improve predictability for the cyclist and
reduce the maintenance investment. Currently, U-racks are primarily utilized within the Revised Study
Area. Standardizing U-racks is recommended to make it clear to users which areas are available for legal
bicycle parking. Another recommended investment is a bike corral. The bike corral requires a larger area,
6

Unterman, David (1990). National Personal Transportation Study
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and can be implemented above or below the curb. The bike corral can park approximately 10 bicycles in
the same area as one vehicle stall, which allows for more visitor parking.
CONCLUSION
 The Town’s downtown area has underutilized bicycle parking infrastructure. In order to

encourage more citizens to choose bicycling as a viable form of transportation, it is recommended
that the Town implement both wayfinding signage for existing paths and trails and signage for
bicycle parking.
 Existing bicycle infrastructure is sufficient for the current demand, given visibility and accessibility,

but could be greatly increased if well-signed, highly visible and convenient bicycle parking fixtures
were installed.
 It is recommended that the Town update the Bicycle Plan as part of the 2011 Transportation

Master Plan update to include: improved connectivity, standardized bicycle parking
infrastructure, and improved visibility.
Through this effort of recognizing and addressing bicycle infrastructure issues, a more convenient and
safer bicycle infrastructure network can be achieved.
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II.

Preparing for the Future

This chapter outlines near- to mid-, longer-term, and special event parking recommendations. It also
includes suggested implementation tools to help move recommendations forward. Chapter II is organized
as follows:
 Guiding Principles
 Primary Action Items
 On-Street Parking Modifications
 Special Events
 Longer-Term Vision & Transportation Demand Management

Guiding Principles
Based on Kimley-Horn’s understanding of the Town's desire to create a customer-focused and welcoming
public parking environment in Downtown, the consulting team thought it important to frame this report's
recommendations with a set of high-level “Guiding Principles.” In the following section, these Guiding
Principles have been translated into specific Action Items—organized by key words noted in parenthesis
(i.e., “MANAGEMENT,” “ORGANIZATIONAL”)—with specific timing, staffing, and budget impact
information. These Guiding Principles should serve as the “founding philosophy” for how parking and
mobility offerings are managed in the Town today and in the future.
1. Identify the appropriate “Organizational Home” for Parking (ORGANIZATIONAL) – Identifying
the preferred location for parking management functions is an important first step. Traditionally,
parking functions in municipal environments have tended to be “horizontally-fragmented”; in
other words, the different functions of parking have been assigned to various departments that
could handle a specific role. For example, revenue collection went to Finance, enforcement went
to the Police Department, asset maintenance went to Facilities, etc. The challenge with this
approach is that often these departments didn’t talk to each other, which led to inefficiency, lack
of strategic planning, and, ultimately, customer frustration. Our recommendation is a “verticallyintegrated” model that is, over time, fully “housed” within one department.
2. Focus on “Mastering the Fundamentals” of Parking Management (MANAGEMENT) – While
related to training and staff development, this principle is about gaining an in-depth
understanding of the many complex and challenging aspects that are somewhat unique to
parking. Included in the digital Resource Library accompanying this report is a document titled
“20 Characteristics” of Effective Parking Management Programs. This document provides a strong
framework built around specific program categories that can form the basis for a comprehensive
program development approach.
3. Provide Options to Help Customers Make the Right Parking and Transportation Choice for their
Trip (MANAGEMENT / SPECIAL EVENTS) – The goal of parking management is not to “get better
at catching illegal parkers” or about a “money grab”; it’s about identifying strategies that help
people find legal parking spaces quickly and efficiently. It’s also about effectively managing a
limited public resource. Improving the parking experience in Downtown starts with managing
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available resources better, introducing limited parking restrictions judiciously, and developing
programs that help alleviate / address current parking “hot spots.”
4. Maximize Existing Parking Infrastructure (MANAGEMENT/SPECIAL EVENTS) – While the amount
of parking available was observed as sufficient to meet current needs, there are hot spots of
parking demand that need to be quickly addressed especially as new development currently
under construction comes online. As will be discussed in the recommendations focused on
Longer-Term Strategies, the Town desired guidance on when the “threshold” will be reached at
which point new investment in parking infrastructure should be considered. It is the consultant
team’s belief that the Town should make efficient use of existing parking assets before investing
in potentially expensive future parking infrastructure; however, that doesn't mean that planning
for the future shouldn’t start immediately. Effective parking management includes proactively
coordinating with public and private partners, thoroughly understanding the often-competing
needs of various user groups (i.e., employees, visitors, business owners), and managing supply to
prioritize use based on adjacent needs and land uses. The concept of shared parking should be
actively promoted to move towards the creation of an integrated network of parking offerings,
where public and private parking assets can both be leveraged to meet peak demand. The Town
should take an active role in promoting and facilitating shared parking to ensure that supply is not
over-built and demand is effectively managed by leveraging the existing parking supply.
5. Give Parking a “Seat at the Table” (PLANNING) – One consistent characteristic of well-managed
and forward-thinking parking programs is the integration of parking and mobility management
planning into the bigger picture of community/economic development planning. Giving parking
program leadership a “seat at the table” elevates the conversation about parking and
transportation into bigger picture conversations and ultimately saves time, money, and
duplication of work.
6. Adopt a Broader “Mobility Management” Focus (TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT)
– While the development of parking management strategies will be an initial focus in elevating
the parking experience in Downtown, the “big picture” focus should include strategies to integrate
parking with transit, cycling, and pedestrian initiatives, as well as programmatic support for
enhancing transportation and community elements.
7. Invest Appropriately in Technology that Enhances the Customer Experience (TECHNOLOGY) –
With technology innovation moving at an increasingly rapid pace, it can be challenging for some
parking programs to identify where technology can be helpful and where technology might
actually get in the way of progress. While technology is an important part of the conversation, it
isn’t the “answer” to every challenge and should be approached thoughtfully.
8. Strategic Investment in Communications, Marketing, and Ongoing Stakeholder Engagement
(MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS) – Thinking strategically about the ways in which a parking
program is (or is not) communicating with its customers can support (or detract from!) every other
aspect of a parking program’s operations. Partnering with organizations like the Downtown
Alliance, which regularly communicates with Downtown stakeholders, will help coordinate
messaging and could potentially provide for more efficient use of resources.
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9. Creation of a Sustainable and Diverse Set of Funding Strategies (BUDGET/FUNDING
STRATEGIES) – Because the Town may not have existing or dedicated revenue streams through
which to fund the recommended addition of staff and/or investments in management
infrastructure, technology investment, or programming, an initial investment of general fund
dollars might be needed to get parking management efforts started. However, as the parking and
mobility management program grows, diversifies, and becomes more sophisticated,
consideration should be given to funding strategies that are “progressive,” not “regressive." These
strategies should also be considered within the context of “parking requirement reform” (a white
paper on this topic is provided in the digital Resource Library) and should be explored in a way
that is transparent and inclusive of community stakeholders.

Recommendations
Building on the foundation of the Town’s existing planning and policy documents, Kimley-Horn took the
information gathered from the data collection process and community outreach efforts to develop an
actionable Parking Management Plan that would position the Town to successfully manage existing and
future parking and mobility assets.
This section outlines a series of recommendations organized into three main areas:
 Primary Action Items: to both jump-start some immediate “actions” while also beginning to build
a new parking management program;
 On-Street Parking Modifications: to maximize existing assets and gain efficiencies on-street,
where appropriate and possible; and
 Event Parking: to include a combination of enhanced parking and mobility options to better serve
Downtown's successful annual event calendar.

Primary Action Items
The following section provides a high-level summary of the near- to mid-term action items detailed in
the Study’s final report. While the full report includes additional recommendations and action items,
those included in the Primary Action Item listing below are designed to help jump-start implementation
and should be addressed first.

Establish a Downtown Parking Management Team to Guide Implementation
 Establish a Downtown Parking Team (Team) that includes representatives from the Castle Rock

Police Department, Town Development Services and Public Works, the Town Manager’s Office,
and the Downtown Alliance. The newly-formed Team should meet quarterly to work through the
implementation of the recommendations included within this report as well as other Downtown
parking management issues, requests, and/or concerns that may arise.
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Focus on “Mastering the Fundamentals” of Parking Management
 Consider adjusting the on-street parking time limit from two hours to three hours to

accommodate and enhance Downtown business activity and on-street parking space turnover.
Expand the time-limited parking areas to match those recommended in Figure 20.
 Consistently monitor, and, when necessary, actively enforce time-limited, on-street parking.
Consider an investment in technology (i.e., License Plate Recognition software) and potentially a
Downtown/Parking Ambassador position to facilitate more regular monitoring of time-limited
parking.
 Implement parking code adjustments, including establishment of parking minimums for
residential development.

Help People Make the Right Parking Choice for their Trip
 In cooperation with the Downtown Alliance, provide Downtown employer education regarding

employee parking options.
 Continue and expand use of temporary variable messaging signs to assist with event parking

management.
 Review Downtown street furniture needs/design, including improving existing bike racks to

ensure bikes can be adequately secured as well as consideration of a strategic investment in
additional bicycle infrastructure.
 Consider exploration of technology that may be of assistance and use of flexible options, including
vehicular and bicycle valet programs.

Maximize Existing Parking Infrastructure
 As growth continues, consider approaching private parking lot owners regarding shared parking

agreements for both off-peak hour use and for daily employee parking.
o Specific locations for exploration include: the Castle Rock Bank and Plaza lot, the Blue
Nectar Innovative Mexican Grill & Bar lot, the lot serving the retail businesses fronting
Perry Street between Second Street and Third Street, the lot behind 7-11, the lot at the
northeast corner of Fourth Street and Wilcox Street, the Emporium Lot, the lot behind
Castle Café, and the County Lot on Elbert Street.
 To capture additional parking and maximize existing infrastructure, review on-street parking
layouts in these key locations: Third and Perry Streets; Perry Street South of Second Street; and
Wilcox Street between First and Third Streets.
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Figure 20. Recommended On-Street Time Restrictions
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Strategically Invest in Communications, Marketing, and Education
 Coordinate with the Downtown Alliance to create a “one stop shop” online resource for parking







and bicycle parking options. Work collaboratively to ensure that this resource stays up-to-date
and is well-promoted.
Invest in a “statement piece” sign to encourage utilization of the existing parking garage on Third
Street.
Review/improve existing parking signage throughout Downtown to enhance wayfinding and
promote more efficient identification of available parking locations.
Consider installation of bicycle parking signage to help identify legal bicycle parking locations.
Consider a strategic investment in lower-cost parking monitoring and communication technology
as a component of enhanced wayfinding and signage exploration.
Develop a distinctive parking brand and visual mark that would be incorporated into all parking
signage, marketing, and communications materials.

Create a Sustainable and Diverse Set of Funding Strategies
 Consider introducing a fee-in-lieu program that would support future public parking facilities

(after fully exploring limitations/implications of TABOR).
 Continue exploring funding options and public-private partnership opportunities for additional
parking facilities, including additional structured parking.
 Refresh/update discussions about a Business Improvement District (BID) as a possible funding and
organizational structure for parking planning and management.

Give Parking a “Seat at the Planning Table”
 If Downtown properties come up for sale, evaluate them for potential parking uses.
 Conduct a formal pedestrian safety audit and speed/traffic calming assessment.

One other important management and planning recommendation of note that was not addressed in the
preceding matrix is better utilization and activation of the County parking garage.
While this garage currently is used for both public and private parking, during data collection and through
conversation with stakeholders, three important things were noted and observed: 1) the garage is in an
excellent, high-demand location, 2) the garage is largely underutilized, even during peak event days, and
3) while the “nested areas” (areas past the access gates) are for County employee parking only, since
there is infrequent on-street enforcement of time-limits, County employees reportedly use on-street
spaces or first floor of the garage leaving the “reserved” garage spaces underutilized.
In conversations with the County, it was clear that staff hoped to have some clarity on future development
and placement of new County building infrastructure within Downtown in 2017 (which could lead to an
increase in County employees downtown and presumably more utilization of the garage). However, it is
strongly recommended that the Town actively continue conversations with the County about how to
better utilize the facility for public parking. While these might be longer-term conversations, increased
management of the parking garage’s public spaces could help ensure that those spaces are left open for
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customers. As there are no access gates or paid parking to deter employees from taking up those first
floor, customer spaces, management options are limited; however, there are three strategies that could
be explored:
1) Town could sign those spaces for longer-term, but not all-day, parking (i.e., 4-hours) and then bring
enforcement into the garage. However, this solution isn’t ideal because you do want to limit
customers/visitors from enjoying longer stays than four hours.
2) Town could request license plate information from the County for employees and provide that to
Castle Rock PD for enforcement purposes.
3) County could run regular reports and audit which employees are using their garage access cards
regularly, and, more importantly, those employees who are not using their card regularly. This is a
perfect system (employees get sick, go on vacation, etc.); frequent “offenders” would become
apparent.

On-Street Parking Modifications
During the Study process, the Town expressed interest in the identification of “low-hanging fruit”
opportunities to provide additional parking supply and functional improvements within the Downtown
area. Potential improvements include the modification of existing on-street parking stall layout and
addition of new on-street capacity.
In December 2016, Kimley-Horn performed a high-level analysis to examine what efficiencies could be
gained with reconfiguration of on-street parking along Third Street, Fourth Street, and Sixth Street.
Kimley-Horn was also asked to provide an impact analysis for adding on-street parking along Wilcox Street
between Third and Fourth Street. After initial review, the Town decided not to move forward with further
exploration of the reconfiguration alternatives provided by Kimley-Horn, so that information was
removed in preparation of this final report.


However, it is Kimley-Horn’s opinion that there is still opportunity to capture additional parking and
maximize existing infrastructure through a more detailed review of on-street parking layouts. As
such, the key locations were identified for further exploration: Third and Perry Streets; Perry Street
South of Second Street; and Wilcox Street between First and Third Streets.

On-Street Time-Limited Parking Analysis
As previously mentioned, analysis of parking utilization and duration data reveals that the two-hour
spaces turned over approximately 2.5 times during the collection period and that vehicles parking in these
spaces stayed an average of 41 minutes, falling within the posted restriction of 2-hour parking. However,
according to industry standard, on-street parking spaces in a Downtown area should turn over
approximately four (4) times per day. Lower turnover rates coupled with the presence of 120 time
violations (representing 370 violation hours in the Downtown area) support what was heard from
community stakeholders, especially business owners, about parkers violating the posted two-hour time
limits.
This lack of compliance with posted time limits, coupled with low observed turnover rates, can indicate a
low level of enforcement and/or need to re-evaluate parking regulations like time-limits.
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With the goal of creating a consistent “parking management zone” that provides predictability for parking
customers and to aide in efficient and fair enforcement to promote parking space turnover, the following
priorities were established:
1) Prioritize time-limited parking on blocks with street-front retail;
2) Prioritize time-limited parking on blocks with high occupancy adjacent to blocks with street-front
retail with high-occupancy;
3) Prioritize time-limited parking continuously along several blocks to allow for more predictability
for customers and aide in efficient enforcement; and
4) Remove time restrictions on small block sections on the edges of the time-restricted zone without
street-front retail.
Figure 20, previously referenced on page 59, illustrates the following parking time restriction
recommendations:
1) Conversion from no restriction (all day parking) to 3-hour time limited parking
a. The eastern block face of N. Wilcox Street from Seventh Street to the existing northern
limit of time restricted parking on the west side of the same block.
b. The eastern block face of N. Wilcox Street from Second Street to Third Street
c. The eastern block face of Jerry Street from Fifth Street to Sixth Street
d. The western block face of Jerry Street from Fourth Street to Fifth Street
e. The eastern block face of N. Perry Street from Fourth Street to Fifth Street
f. The western block face of N. Perry Street south of Second Street
g. The block of Sixth Street between Jerry Street and N. Wilcox Street
h. The northern block face of Fifth Street between Jerry Street and the alley
i. The block west of the alley between Jerry Street and where it dead ends at I-25.
2) Conversion from time limited parking to no restriction (all day parking)
a. The southern block face of South Street west of N. Wilcox Street.

Special Events
Special events figure prominently in the Town’s identity, charm, and uniqueness. Appropriate access and
mobility management for special events is essential to the continued growth of the Town and to meet its
community and economic development goals. This is critical not only for the event attendees and
supporters, but also for the portion of the community—both residents and businesses—that do not
participate, so events do not represent a barrier for general commerce or activity.
Downtown events draw a considerable number of attendees and consume much of the available parking
near each event site, for parking and road closures. This includes parking in adjacent neighborhoods and
in areas intended for commercial use. The growth of Downtown events has increased the importance of
exploring new transportation options for accommodating access needs for special events. This includes a
variety of transportation options as meeting event parking demands is not something that the Town can
"build its way out of”; additionally, it is recommended that the Town adopt an "all-modes approach" to
addressing access and mobility needs for all special events it hosts.
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Idea #1: Promote & Expand Bicycle Amenities
The use of bicycles is likely to figure prominently
in the Town's updated Transportation Master Plan
and with a few strategic investments, cycling could
become an increasingly legitimate form of
transportation to and from Downtown.
The Town has an active Downtown bicycle shop,
with whom it has partnered to create the Town's
"FreeCycle" bike share program. This bike share
program is a tremendous community amenity
and, as such, the Town should consider relocating
it to a more prominent location; preferably in a
space where Downtown patrons are considering
(or would consider) a first or last mile mode
change (i.e., near/inside the County-owned
parking garage).
Additionally, providing bicycle valet services could
be a cost-effective way of promoting bicycle use
during special events during the warmer late
spring, summer, and early fall months. This can be
done internally with some modest investments in
infrastructure than can be set up easily. Bicycle
valet services can be promoted using giveaways or
raffles to encourage use.
Figure 21. Example of Special Event Valet Bicycle Parking
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Idea #2: Improve “predictability” through an online reservation system
Event attendees can experience anxiety around the uncertainty that parking will be available near their
destination. Most drivers also do little in the way of planning for their parking. Fortunately, there are new
systems that allow parkers to plan their trips more effectively, easing anxiety for the drivers and reducing
the uncertainty and congestion that typically accompanies large special events like Castle Rock
Starlighting. In the simplest approach, parking patrons simply “pre-purchase” a voucher and then present
the voucher upon entry to their designated parking lot as proof of pre-purchase and reservation. More
advanced systems allow for the use of mobile phones to make reservations and present proof of purchase;
some even provide routing information so that the transportation network surrounding a special event
venue can be more efficiently used.

Idea #3: Include parking and mobility information in all event communications
A quick Google search finds a variety of links—old and new—about information for event parking in
Downtown. The main sources of parking information are the Town, Downtown Alliance, and Chamber
websites. While potential marketing and communications strategies are discussed in more detail later in
this report, one key investment that would go a long way to improving the ease of access to information
about parking for residents and visitors is a "one stop shop" approach to online information about parking
and transportation options for Downtown. The Town, Chamber, Downtown Alliance, and other
community-based hosts could potentially combine information and resources in a single, dynamic access
portal that could be linked seamlessly to the venue or event website. This will enhance cooperation and
offer information more comprehensively.

Idea #4: Continue the use of temporary event signage but begin planning for more
strategic parking wayfinding investments
The desire for more prominent and effective parking and wayfinding signage was mentioned throughout
the Study process. While parking wayfinding signage and investments are best examined in a holistic
manner, in combination with Downtown wayfinding signage, an effective short-term solution could be to
continue using temporary, variable message signs that direct patrons to available parking during events.
The Town is already using this strategy, to some extent, along Wilcox Street. The addition of other
temporary variable signs to specifically direct people to parking (as is done in Boulder, CO for CU game
days, for example) can be a cost-effective alternative to implement while a more comprehensive
Downtown wayfinding analysis is explored.
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What Other Communities are Doing
Many communities across Colorado host special events and provide accommodations for attendees while,
at the same time, accommodating the needs of residents and local businesses.
Manitou Springs, for example, hosts several special events per year, including
the Pike’s Peak International Hill Climb in June and the Emma Crawford Memorial
Coffin Races in October (Figure 22). In support of these events, Manitou Springs
provides pay-by-phone parking which provides for both on-demand parking and
parking reservations; they have implemented a residential permit program to
protect parking resources for residents and they offer permit parking in multiple
parking lots to support local businesses (those who use the permits were
previously parking in areas intended for visitors). Manitou Springs also utilizes a
parking advisory board comprised of various community stakeholders so that the
competing needs of Manitou Springs’ businesses, residents, and visitors can be
addressed.

Figure 22. Manitou Springs Hill Climb Event Participants

Another example comes from Louisville, CO, a town that, among other
events, hosts the Louisville Downtown Street Faire, which takes place
on Friday evenings during the summer and features live entertainment,
food, and vendors. The Downtown Louisville Business Association,
which hosts the event, actively promotes alternatives to driving,
including using bicycles—by providing bicycle parking facilities—and
carpooling. A free shuttle is also offered.
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Figure 23. Louisville Special Event Shuttle Map

Longer-Term Vision & Transportation Demand Management
In addition to providing parking management recommendations for Downtown “today,” our team also
understands that the parking and mobility industry is changing rapidly. From the introduction of
Autonomous/Connected Vehicles into the marketplace; to an increase in investment in and usage of
sharing economy platforms like Uber, Lyft, and car-sharing; to shifts in demographic behavior (i.e.,
Millennials choosing to live where they don’t have to own a car), Kimley-Horn has strategically chosen to
keep our recommendations within a five-year horizon.
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Based on conversations with Town staff, Project Steering Committee members, and stakeholders, the
consultant team focused our discussion of longer-term parking and mobility planning around two key
concepts:
1. Identification of Future Demand Thresholds
2. Role and Impact of Transportation Demand Management
“WHAT'S YOUR TIPPING POINT?”: IDENTIFYING FUTURE DEMAND THRESHOLDS
A key parking planning question is how much parking is needed and when. This is usually followed by a
more in-depth conversation about where and how to provide needed/desired parking infrastructure. The
answer(s) is/are more complicated than one might assume because it depends on more than just parking
supply and demand analyses; it becomes a matter of philosophy and community policy. This involves areas
such as zoning, development or smart growth philosophy, and economic development policies.
For smaller to mid-sized communities, such as the Town, the key issue related to parking is often cost and
retaining a welcoming, "main street" feel. Parking structures are expensive, but if the desire is to create a
high quality, walkable environment in the Downtown core area, then parking structures may be the best
long-term solution when compared to surface parking lots.

Exploration of Structured Parking Assets: Making the Decision to Invest
With the price of “no frills” above-grade, structured parking reaching $20,000 - $25,000 per space in the
Colorado market, and the standard operations and maintenance cost being $75 - $85 per space annually,
the decision to invest in structured parking is one that some smaller to mid-sized communities are having
a hard time “penciling out.” However, as evidenced by communities like Boise, ID and Missoula, MT, who
have made strategic investments in structured parking as a way to incentivize or “lead” other investment,
structured parking can also be viewed as a potential economic stimulus.
While the decision to invest in additional structured parking is ultimately a Town decision that has to be
grounded in the larger community vision/master planning efforts, the consultant team wanted to provide
the Town with some strategies to help make the decision a bit more process-based and consistent. As
such, it is recommended that the Town consider using a “Business Score Card” approach to analyze the
expected return on an investment in additional structured parking. It is also recommended that the Town
consider setting an expectation for return on parking investments. In other words, will this investment
provide community infrastructure to support a variety of private sector developments equaling or
exceeding “X” times the investment value of the parking facility?
This policy was effectively implemented in Boise, ID. The Capital City Development Corporation (CCDC)
had a stated goal of a 5 to 1 return on parking investments. With the recent completion of the so called
“BoDo” (Boise Downtown) project, they leveraged $15.5 million dollars in public infrastructure investment
(The Civic Center parking garage [$8,000,000], the Myrtle street garage [$6,000,000] and a $1,500,000
investment in streetscapes) in return for $87,000,000 in private development—a 5.61 return on
investment. By setting this philosophy, CCDC had a guideline for the development community to consider
before approaching the City of Boise for partnership to provide parking to support a desired development
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opportunity. A sample Downtown Business Score Card is included in the Resource Library provided in
digital form with this report.

Suggested Approach for Downtown Castle Rock
Understanding that any parking development strategy must ultimately be put into the context of a defined
overall development and land use policy, one practical approach that the Town might consider for its
Downtown core area relative to longer term parking planning is the following approach:
1. Define a specific planning area (this could be the whole Revised Study Area or smaller subareas/districts).
2. Develop [an] idealized full development buildout scenario(s) by area based on a masterplan vision
or similar plan (while this may not be what is ultimately developed, it would give an indication of
planned development intensity by land-use).
3. For the defined analysis area, develop a projected full buildout of potential land uses within a
defined timeframe (2 years, 5 years, 10 years, etc.). Each proposed development would need the
following base data:
a. Land use type (or mix of uses)
b. Quantities by land use (sf, seats, units, etc.)
c. For areas with parks or similar uses, event or daily attendance data would be important
4. Define parking demand ratios by land use (this typically comes from Town Code or adopted
industry standards).
5. Calculate short- and long-term parking needs, as well as revised parking inventory (spaces
lost/provided/net loss/gain). See example table below.
Table 16.

Table 11. Sample Future Downtown Development
Parking Needs
Assessment per Land Use
Future Downtown
Development

Block #

Description

Parking Demand Ratio

Estimated Parking Demand
Short-Term Long-Term Total

3

120 housing units

0.63 space per unit

12

64

76

3

9,000 square feet retail

1.50 spaces per 1,000 s.f.

11

3

14

23

67

90

8

22,500 square feet retail

1.50 spaces per 1,000 s.f.

27

7

34

8

67,500 square feet office

1.88 spaces per 1,000 s.f.

13

114

127

40

121

161

9

1

10

13

6

19

22

7

5

42

50

250

300

Subtotal

Subtotal
11

24 hotel rooms

0.40 space per room

11

7,000 square feet restaurant

2.75 spaces per 1,000 s.f.

Subtotal
13

24,800 square feet office

1.88 spaces per 1,000 s.f.

16

400 students

0.75 space per student

16

Additional retail, office, residential, restaurant n/a

Broa

Lost

Parking Supply
Provided Gain/Loss

276

180

-96

213

0

-213

29

0

0

0

47

0

0

0

25

145

170

Subtotal

75

395

470

0

0

0

TOTAL

165

632

797

489

180

-309

6. Based on the potential buildout scenario, use the ULI shared parking model (or the Town-specific
model) to project “buildout parking demand estimates.”
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7. Compare this projected parking demand calculation to existing parking inventories, less any
current supply that would be lost to new or proposed development.
8. The series of steps defined above will provide the Town with an estimate of long-term parking
demand, based on a full buildout projection. When conducting this analysis, most parking
consultants do not compare parking demand to actual supply, but instead to an “effective supply”
number (85 – 90% of actual supply) depending on user types—85% is generally used for
visitor/short-term parking and 90% for employee/resident/long-term parking. A parking system
operates at optimum efficiency at a level somewhat below its actual capacity. This “cushion of
spaces,” or “effective supply factor,” reduces the time to search for the last few available spaces
and allows for the dynamics of vehicles moving in and out of parking stalls during peak periods. It
also allows for the loss of parking due to improperly parked vehicles, construction, the assignment
of spaces, and other factors. As a result, the “effective supply” (actual supply less the effective
supply factor) is used to determine parking sufficiency rather than the actual supply.
9. Use a defined peak parking utilization factor (most communities use 85%) as the threshold or
trigger for determining when to begin planning for additional parking supply. When the analysis
of proposed development would take overall parking utilization (or utilization within a defined
analysis area) up to this threshold number, then planning for additional parking should begin.
Completing the full buildout exercise would be useful in helping the Town decide what type and size of
future parking development may be most appropriate. It is important to consider the following additional
factors:
 Time needed for site acquisition
 Time needed for parking lot or structure design (3 – 12 months)
 Time needed for parking lot or structure design (6 – 24 months)

Next Steps
Based on the data collected for this Study and on future
demand projections identified in the modeling exercise,
Kimley-Horn recommends that the Town actively begin to
identify future parking development sites within the next 12
months. It may be advisable to also assess potential surface
lot sites (even if these sites are identified only as “temporary
parking options”) in case new development options emerge
suddenly, or to have some contingency parking.
Additionally, it is important to note that several “Big Ideas”
were discussed throughout the Study process. While these
concepts were not included in specific recommendations as
part of this Study, we wanted to capture them in an “Idea
Parking Lot” for future consideration.

Big Ideas
Ahead

Idea Parking Lot
Exploration of shuttle service to
satellite lots with stops
throughout the Downtown area.
Valet service at key locations
throughout Downtown at peak
hours
Exploration of options with
CDOT through Bustang service
and Park-n-Ride parking facility
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is a transportation industry standard term that refers to a
body of actions that seek to “manage the demand for travel by drive-alone private car, rather than
catering for its demand, or managing the road system.” In simple terms, TDM provides people with a
variety of mobility options (other than solely driving) to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and gain
environmental, conservation, and sustainability benefits—generally without large infrastructure
investments. TDM actions or measures come in many shapes and forms but are primarily categorized as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Employer or Institutional Support Actions;
Financial Incentives or Disincentives;
Alternative Work Arrangements; and
Local and Regional Infrastructure and Policy.

TDM methods have traditionally emphasized program information, encouragement, and incentives
provided by local or regional organizations and have extended to the private sector; however, as
congestion increases throughout the U.S., a stronger focus on infrastructure is entering the conversation.
This emphasis on infrastructure (e.g., bike and pedestrian paths, transit enhancements, and even a
stronger mix of land use types and densities), often called "TDM+,” is gaining momentum as a critical
element influencing travel behavior and providing people with realistic alternatives to driving alone.
The Town’s multimodal transportation infrastructure is still evolving, and so will its consideration of future
TDM strategies. As transit service and bicycle facilities improve in the long-term, so will the TDM tools and
their benefits expand. While larger transportation and access strategies will likely be addressed in the
ongoing Transportation Master Plan update, Table 12 illustrates Kimley-Horn’s assessment of the range
of TDM tools available to the Town in the near-term and long-term, along with potential impacts and
relative costs. Until the alternative transportation system infrastructure expands, emphasis will be rated
to local infrastructure and policies with a few financial incentives/disincentives.
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Table 12. Recommendation Transportation Demand Management Strategies
TDM Strategy

Description

LOCAL AND REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND POLICIES
Create a parking standard Downtown with incentives for the development community to
contribute to the public parking supply.
Development Code
Create a lower parking ratio waiver allowance in the development code for prospective
Modifications
developers willing to commit to comprehensive TDM programs which compensate for the
lower parking ratio. This is most effective when alternative mode infrastructure is present.
Improvements to the Improvements to sidewalks and crosswalks, making pedestrians more visible and
comfortable, is needed to develop an effective parking management strategy where people
Pedestrian
have choices in where they park and how they access Downtown.
Infrastructure
Improvements to bicycle network, such as bike lanes, shared routes, and increased bicycle
Improvements to the
parking, is needed to develop an effective parking management strategy where people have
Bicycle Infrastructure
choices in where they park and how they access Downtown.
Traffic Calming measures are implemented to reduce vehicle speeds and encourage safe
Traffic Calming
travel by bicycling and walking.
Providing space for a car-share provider will establish a market that will contribute to
Car-share
reduced parking in Downtown.
Providing space for a bike-share provider will establish a market that will contribute to
Bike-share
reduced parking in Downtown.
(Already available)
Mobile apps such as Curb, Zimride, Lyft, and Uber provide platforms to connect drivers and
On-Demand
riders.
Ridesharing
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES/DISINCENTIVES
Enforcing time limits for on-street in highly desired locations Downtown more regularly will
Time Limits
begin to give parking a perceived cost, and long-term parkers will shift to areas with more
On-street
available parking.
Parking
Eliminating overnight parking in highly desired locations Downtown will encourage land uses
Supply
Time Limits
with overnight parking to utilize their own resources or shift parkers to areas with more
and
off-street
available parking.
Pricing
One of the most effective ways to affect travel behavior. The financial cost of providing
Parking Fees parking is high and often not known by users. Passing along the cost of parking can educate
users of the true cost of driving and impact their decisions.

Propensity of
Affect Behavior

Relative Cost
to Implement

NearTerm

LongTerm

High

Low

x

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

x

x

Moderate

Moderate

x

x

Moderate

High

x

Moderate

Moderate

x

Moderate

Low

x

x

Moderate

Low

x

x

High

Moderate

x

High

Moderate

x

High

High

x

x
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III. Implementation Considerations
This chapter provides guidance and best practices for three areas that will be important to consider as the
Town works to implement the Study’s recommendations.
 Marketing and communications
 Organizational budgeting
 Funding tools

Marketing and Communications
Regardless of whether a parking program is budgeting for dollars, staff time, and/or scarce resources,
strategic investment in branding, marketing, and public education often slides to the bottom of the list.
However, thinking strategically about the ways in which a parking program is (or is not) communicating
with its customers can support (or detract from!) every other aspect of a parking program’s operations.
The following section outlines a few key branding, marketing, and communication strategies that the
Town should consider as it moves forward with implementation of the Study.

▪

▪

▪
▪

QUICK GUIDE:
KEY DEFINITIONS

Brand Position: A Brand Position is a simple statement that conveys the essence of an organization and provides a
promise to both customers and partners about the type of environment that can be expected. It also sets the tone
for the development of the actual brand, which will only resonate with patrons and investors if it reflects the true
character of the organization it represents.
Messaging: A messaging strategy is the foundation for all of an organization’s marketing efforts. Put simply, a
messaging strategy tells the audiences that you are trying to reach why they should visit your organization, what
they will find when they do and why they should care. For a brand to resonate with its customers and partners, the
messaging strategy needs to inspire confidence that the organization understand its patrons’ and partners’ needs,
and has something relevant and unique to offer.
Vision: This statement should be very aspirational and speak to the organization’s ultimate point of success.
Mission: This statement defines what an organization is, why it exists, and its reason for being.

PROGRAM BRAND DEVELOPMENT, MESSAGING AND AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION
Intentional promotion and positioning of Downtown’s public and shared-use parking offerings will provide
opportunities for increased user recognition and engagement, as well as increased understanding about
existing and future service areas.

Branding
An organizational brand goes beyond an organization’s name, logo, and visual identity. A brand represents
an unspoken promise, or commitment—of quality, value, professionalism, and financial stewardship—
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about the consistent experience patrons can expect when using the Downtown public parking system.
Over time, a brand becomes synonymous with an organization. When patrons see an organization’s
signage, communication pieces, or uniforms, an emotional connection is created that evokes the
memories and feelings that a person associates with an organization.
Branding creates value and starts with truth. It identifies shared values and areas of expertise; for
example, what community needs are and are not being met by the organization? What story is your
current brand telling about the organization? What story do you want to tell? Your organizational brand
provides the foundation for the creation of content and tone for marketing efforts, customer relations
efforts, and organizational culture.

QUICK GUIDE:
POSITION
Here is a helpful way to think about how each of these pieces–organizational mission, vision, audience, and messaging–all fit
together to create one cohesive brand position:
To (Target Audiences):
We are (Unique Identifier):
That (Provides “X” to the audience):
By (Details that support “X”):
VISION:
•
How would you define your ultimate point of success?
•
What umbrella task/goal do you possess that will be worked on indefinitely?
MISSION:
•
What will you do to continuously work towards your vision?
•
What markets are you serving and what benefit do you offer them by working towards your vision?
Questions to identify key words in a statement that presents the means in which your organization will work towards the
vision:
1. What perceptions, habits, or beliefs do we need to work on or develop in order to grow?
2. What are we “selling”?
3. Who do we benefit?
4. What’s in our toolbox (i.e., what resources do we provide)?

Messaging
Messaging provides the foundation for creating content and tone for marketing and customer education
efforts.
The three key elements to effective messaging include:
1. Consistency: Keeping similar tone/feeling when communicating to your audience.
2. Frequency: The driving force – keeping the message in front of the audience as often as possible,
and not just focusing on providing “must have” information about construction, special events
and programs, but on providing updates that reinforce the goals of the organization and remind
users of the bigger picture.
3. Anchoring: Messaging that provides a compelling call to action. Memorable, high impact language
and visual presentation that talks to the patron, not at the patron.
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Messaging for the Town’s public parking system should focus heavily on how the program will work to
align parking and mobility policies and activities with the community’s strategic development and growth
goals.
When crafting key messaging for public education and communication about the parking system’s
operational and customer service enhancements, it will be vitally important to carefully consider the tone
of their messaging and how various messages will be perceived by the general public. In an arena as
technical and complicated as parking management, it is often easy to get caught up in creating messages
that try to convey too much information, often in a way that is full of jargon or technical instructions.

Audience Segmentation
A successful communication strategy starts with identification of audience(s). While every unique
communication effort doesn’t have to be tailored to meet a specific audiences’ needs, it is important to
keep in mind that communication—especially during tense or challenging times—isn’t a “one size fits all”
solution. Audience identification can help the Town know when additional communication or explanation
of a situation might be needed. It also helps prevent overwhelming customers with irrelevant or too much
communication and can assist with making choices about which communication tools will be most
effective for a particular audience.
The following list provides a preliminary set of primary and secondary audience segments for Downtown’s
public parking system.
PRIMARY AUDIENCES
Frequent patrons: This audience includes daily commuters and regular patrons of businesses,
organizations, and entities that will interact with the Town’s public parking system at least once per week.
These customers are more informed about parking policies and regulation than the Town’s average
citizen; however, they may be more resistant to future changes because they have an established routine.
Visitors, new and future patrons: This audience includes moderate to infrequent users and potential
future users. This audience also includes suburban and rural residents who travel “to the town” for special
events or meetings. This is a more challenging group to reach because of their infrequent use of the
system; however, they are also likely to complain the loudest when they have a negative parking
experience.
Business owners and merchants: This audience segment is highly engaged, which can provide both a
challenge and opportunity. On one hand, they are very knowledgeable, are connected to larger groups of
stakeholders or customers, and can act as “peer champions” to help spread the word about improvements
to the parking system. On the other hand, these groups often lack knowledge about professional parking
management policies and can become quickly frustrated at the slow pace of the public sector.
Property owners: Stakeholder conversations revealed that some Downtown property owners, especially
those who have owned property for a longer-period of time, feel that their private parking has been
utilized by the public “for free.” As such, they are more cautious about what changes to how parking is
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managed might mean for their investment in Downtown. This stakeholder group will likely require more
intensive face-to-face education and engagement.
Development Community: As there likely is an opportunity to work collaboratively with the development
community to achieve more efficiency with existing parking assets, the development community will
continue to be a key customer to consider when developing parking- and mobility-related messaging.
Downtown Residents: As multiple Downtown housing options come online in the next year, striking a
balance between how on- and off-street parking is used by residents, customers, and visitors will be vitally
important. As the number of Downtown residents continues to rise, it will be important to proactively
plan for the types of programs and policies that will be needed to support a 24/7 Downtown, such as a
downtown residential permit program, loading/unloading zones, and enhanced security. Due to the
privacy afforded by many downtown housing typologies (i.e., condos), downtown residents are typically
a bit slower to organize than traditional neighborhoods; thus, it will be important to identify other
channels through which to engage this key group as it begins to grow. These channels include the realtor
community, developers, and Downtown employers.

Communication Tools and Tactics
Educational and Informational Resources
Website: The following outlines some industry best practices that should be considered when developing
the kind of online “one stop shop” that is recommended as part of this Study:













Basic parking and mobility information/location/directions
Mission, Vision, and Values of the organization, and work underway to achieve those goals
Contact form for feedback purposes
Emergency/contact phone number that is answered 24/7
Ideally, the website will be created in distinct sections correlating to the target audience
categories, with information neatly sorted and organized based upon the type of user accessing
the site.
The site must be well-managed with a plan to keep content fresh and new. Users returning to the
site and finding nothing new are likely to stop utilizing it as a resource.
In addition to hosting some static content, the site should include tools to allow users to select
how they want to communicate with/receive information about upcoming changes that will
impact parking in the Downtown area.
The webpages should offer a mobile optimized version for those who wish to access the site on
mobile devices.
Look into using Google Analytics (or a similar tool) to track where the website is receiving the
most traffic and actively move those items to the home page.
As the Town’s parking and mobility offerings become more sophisticated, Table 13 outlines what
“next level” investments are recommended, by user group.
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Table 13. Recommended Investments by User Group
TARGET AUDIENCE

For Everyone

Frequent Patrons
Visitor, New and Future
Patrons

Downtown Stakeholders

INFORMATION TO INCLUDE
Detailed information about service and programmatic offerings
Comprehensive calendar of events and opportunities for target market audience
engagement with the organization
Links to social media
Special Event information, including event-related street closures, special event
parking rates, links to legitimate private event parking operators
Online citation payments
Construction information, including construction-related street/lane closures,
temporarily reserved parking areas, meters that are hooded or out of service
Parking options for daily, monthly and visitor parking, either through links or
downloadable PDF format
Parking options for daily, monthly and visitor parking, either through links or
downloadable PDF format
Staff contact information for developers, property owners, investors, etc. who may
be interested in investing in Downtown
Links to partnering organization’s websites (i.e., Downtown Alliance)

A few examples of parking programs that have clean, well-branded, user-friendly websites include:
EasyPark, Vancouver, BC (www.easypark.ca); LexPark, Lexington, VA (www.lexpark.org); and Park Cedar
Rapids, Cedar Rapids, IA (www.parkcedarrapids.com).
 Social Media: Social media has changed the way people communicate, how stories are told, and

how information gets distributed. However, as many industries are noticing, social/new media
strategies are only as effective as the consistency of the staff, intern, or volunteer time that is
spent to maintain them. The effective use of social media means making a commitment to keeping
it updated and fresh with content. The most successful parking programs and organizations using
social media are creative in their messaging and approach, using the site not just for information,
but for contests and fun interactions, as well. Social media gives the brand a personable and down
to earth accessibility that gives a user a continuous reason to keep coming back.
 Annual Report: It is important to not only share news and information with user groups but to

also document progress. An Annual Report provides programs with an opportunity to document
and share progress made over the course of a year. Some basic items to include in the report
include: annual achievements, budget information, marketing and outreach efforts, priorities for
the coming year, and statistics on customers served. The Annual Report can also include results
from benchmarking and customer service questionnaires. A popular trend in Annual Reports is
the creation of online-only reports that are designed as infographics instead of traditional text
reports. This can cut down on cost, provide additional transparency, and be more digestible for
stakeholders. A sample Annual Report Template is provided in the digital Resource Library that
accompanies this report.
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 Patron Engagement Campaigns/Initiatives:
 PARK(ing) Day: PARK(ing) Day is an annual worldwide event where artists, designers, and

citizens transform metered
(www.parkingday.com).

parking

spots

into

temporary

public

parks

 Bike to Work Day: Partnering with local bicycle advocates could be a positive way to

encourage increased use of alternative modes and to highlight possible investment in bicycle
infrastructure and amenities.
In addition to using these proven channels, the following strategies are recommended for consideration:
 Opt-in Text Message System: For those community members who are faced with “email

overload” or who choose not to have a smart phone, offering an opt-in text messaging system is
a good option. A text message number would be provided to community members interested in
receiving text messages about upcoming meetings, construction updates, or programs that might
impact their neighborhood. This system can be relatively inexpensive and easy to manage. Normal
text messaging rates for those who opt-in still apply.
 Educational Videos: Videos can be a powerful instructional and informational tool, especially

when trying to convey often technical information about new parking technology. Videos are also
a great way to include customers or other community leaders like Council members in the
development of educational materials, videos, and other media campaigns (e.g.,
customers/community leaders can be used to demonstrate technology in educational videos and
can be trained as citizen peer advocates for a particular stakeholder group).

Funding a Parking Management Program
Often considered as a best practice nationwide, managing parking operations as a “business” via an
enterprise fund model can avoid a tremendous amount of headache down the road. By aligning all related
parking revenue streams into one parking enterprise fund as they “come online” (i.e., enforcement
revenue, special event parking revenue, fee-in-lieu), the Town has the ability to create, over time, a truly
self-supporting enterprise that can cover all its own operating and maintenance funding, fund parking
maintenance reserves and ultimately finance future parking facility capital development projects.
Parking revenues from the following sources should contribute to the parking enterprise fund:
 Off-street parking revenues (i.e., permit parking for employees, when applicable)
 On-street parking revenues (i.e., metered parking, when applicable)
 Parking enforcement revenues (i.e., ticketing, fines)
 Special event parking revenues
 Revenues from special districts and / or other parking-related taxes/fees, when applicable
Policies should be developed to define the appropriate use of parking revenues. Generally speaking, the
following priorities are recommended, related to the approved use of parking revenues:
 Operations and maintenance
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New technology acquisition
Parking facility maintenance reserves
TDM and mobility management support initiatives
New facility capital investments

As the Town builds the sophistication and functionality of its parking management program, there will
initially be “start-up costs” that will exceed any potential initial revenues that might be brought in. This is
especially true due to the current landscape, where parking is generally free, both on-street and off-street.
Over time, as more parking management functions are brought online, this balance will shift and, at a very
basic level, when all revenue streams are aligned into an enterprise fund, parking will be able to “pay for
itself” (this assumes basic management functions only and does not include a parking system that is
carrying bond or other debt).

Financing Investment in Future Parking Infrastructure
This section includes information (and case studies where available) about a variety of tools that
communities have used to fund investment in parking and mobility (transportation) infrastructure. While
not all of these tools will be relevant, or available, to the Town, the consultant team thought it was
important to provide an overview of the different types of strategies that communities across the country
are using to support parking and mobility program efforts.
The funding tools covered in this brief summary include:
1. Special Assessment Districts
 Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
 Parking Benefit District (PBD)
 Business Improvement District (BID)
 Parking Tax District
 Transportation Demand Management District
2. Impact Fees
3. Payment / Fee-in-Lieu
4. Public Private Partnerships (P3)
 Design-Build-Operate-Manage
 Design-Build-Transfer
 Privatization/Monetization
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Special Assessment Districts.7
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) captures the increased property value generated by development in an area
to create a pool of money that can be used for area improvements.
When a TIF district is established, the current property taxes are defined as the "base" amount. In the
succeeding years, for a set period of time, any additional property tax (over and above the base amount)
generated within the district is set aside in a special fund.
That money can then be used to fund further improvements within the district, including public parking
facilities.
TIF money can be used as it is generated or the municipality can issue bonds backed by the future revenues
from the increment collected in the district.
Depending on where a parking facility is being built, this may be a desirable financing mechanism.

Parking Benefit District (PBD)
A Parking Benefit District is a program through which a city or town agrees to return all or some parking
revenue (generated through parking meters, assessments, and/or taxes) to an area for improvements
and/or beautification projects in the district.
Returning parking money directly to the community often improves the general public's acceptance of
the idea.
"Key stakeholders such as businesses, developers, land owners, residents, and government
representatives need to work together to develop goals, objectives, and a plan to create a parking district"
(MTC, 2007). These stakeholders will also decide where and how funds should be spent. One example of
a successful PBD is in Old Pasadena, where on-street pricing was raised to keep vacancy rates around 15%
and all parking revenue was used to purchase street furniture, trees, and light fixtures, and to do street
cleaning and maintenance.
In Boulder, the PBD uses revenues to provide free universal transit passes, bicycle parking, other services
that encourage the use of alternative travel modes.

7

Source: Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning, Public Parking Financing Strategies, 2014.
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Table 14. Parking Benefit District Case Study

Parking Benefit District
Featured Case Study

Houston, TX
Parking Benefits Districts (PBDs) are defined geographic
areas, typically in downtown areas or along commercial
corridors in which a percentage of the net revenue
generated from on-street parking within the district is
returned to the district to finance neighborhood
improvements.
The primary goal of a PBD is to effectively manage an
area’s parking turnover and utilization so that convenient
on-street parking is more available and easier for
motorists to access.

District Focus

This approach is often used to ease the introduction of
paid on-street parking in areas where it has not been in
place before. The revenue sharing aspect helps overcome
initial merchant reluctance regarding paid parking.
PBDs typically employ a number of parking management
techniques to manage parking supply and demand. By
implementing a PBD, the parking will be managed more
effectively and a percentage (typically 60% of net
revenues go to the district and 40% to the town) of the
revenue is reinvested back into community projects as
determined by the PBD specific oversight board or
commission.
Adoption of a city ordinance created Houston’s first PBD,
the Washington Avenue PBD.

District Organization
The ordinance stipulated that 60% of the net parking
revenue generated within the PBD be used to fund
designated neighborhood improvements.
Deployment of parking meters, pay by phone parking
permits and appropriate signage.
Implementation Process

Adoption of a defined list of PBD revenue expenditures.
Development of a coordinated public relations plan,
which would use wayfinding, signage, and public
outreach to explain the role of paid parking and articulate
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Parking Benefit District
how parking revenue is being utilized to benefit the
Washington Avenue Corridor.
Formal City Council review of the PBD 18 months after
implementation, adjusting the revenue split and other
variables as necessary.
Ongoing evaluation of the PBD performance and policies.
Funding for this district comes from the revenues
collected from parking meters within the district limits.
60% of the net parking revenue generated within the PBD
be used to fund designated neighborhood
improvements.
Funding Mechanisms

District to bear all administrative expenses.
City to recover all costs (including capital costs)
associated with the program.
Public improvement projects in the district cannot be
initiated until the District accumulates $250K in net
revenues.

Community Engagement Strategies

Creation of an Advisory Committee, appointed by the
Mayor and approved by the City Council, comprised of
representatives from the business and residential
community and non-voting city department directors.
The Committee is charged with developing a project list
based on feedback received from public meetings.

Lead Entity

The City regulates and implements areas where parking
funds can be collected within the district.
Increase in sales tax revenue
Increased meter usage and on-street space turnover

Measuring Success

Complaints to the town have decreased
Valet companies are no longer storing vehicles on street
Increase in district development projects
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Parking Benefit District
Total revenues inclusive of meter revenue and citations
exceeds capital and operating expenses.
Over a ten-year period, revenue projection models
forecast:






$2.4 million in gross revenues
$924K in operating expense
$477K in capital expenses
$1.04 million in net revenues
60% of net meter revenues to District for public
improvement projects

Business Improvement District (BID)
Business Improvement Districts levy a special assessment on commercial properties within a defined area.
The additional money is used to fund improvements in the district, including parking facilities, if the area
businesses choose to construct them.
Assessments are often on a uniform per unit basis (e.g., square footage, receipts, assessed value).
With regard to parking funded by a BID, there is "typically no exemption or tax credit…provided to
property owners who provide all or a portion of their required parking" (Baron and Dorsett 2004).

Parking Tax District
Parking Tax Districts are similar to BIDs and PBDs, but they only address parking issues, not neighborhood
improvements more generally. In situations where the municipality provides most or all of the area
parking, the special assessment is levied on all commercial (and sometimes multifamily residential)
properties on a standard per unit basis.
Exemptions may be permitted for those businesses that already provide most or all of their required
parking.
Parking tax districts do not currently exist in Illinois, but they are found in several states, notably California
(Baron and Dorsett 2004).
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) District
Table 15. TDM District Case Study

Transportation Demand Management District (TDM)
Case Study in Action

Boulder, CO
SUMP principle (Shared, Unbundled, Managed, Paid)

District Focus

Master contract with RTD for District employee/resident
EcoPasses
Boulder B-cycle, car-share membership provided to all District
employees/residents
Functions under the umbrella of the Boulder Junction Access
General Improvement District (BJAGID).
City Council is defacto board, but 5-member City Councilappointed Commission makes recommendations to the City
Council; meets monthly.

District Organization

Commission make-up: 3 appointees must be real property
owners within the district; 2 are city representatives that are
not required to own property within the district.
District boundaries can be expanded to include new properties,
following a formal petition by the property owner, and a public
hearing. At the public hearing, the Commission must consider
any written objections filed by interested persons at or before
the hearing.
Evolved from Transit Village Area Plan (TVAP) adopted by
Boulder Town Council in 2007

Implementation Process

Property owners petitioned City Council to create two
overlaying General Improvement Districts (one for parking, one
for TDM programs) in 2010.
City Council subsequently created these two districts named
the Boulder Junction Access General Improvement District –
Parking and TDM.

Funding Mechanisms

5.000 mills levy on all properties within District boundary
Annual allocation of parking revenue from Boulder City budget
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Transportation Demand Management District (TDM)
2015 Operating budget is $148,695.

Community Engagement Strategies

Monthly Commission meetings open to the public for
participation.
No other active strategies in place

Lead Entity
City of Boulder Planning Department
The Downtown and University Hill Management Division and
Parking Services (DUHMD/PS) serves the Advisory Commission
that oversees the BJAD - TDM. The DHUMD/PS administers the
Downtown TDM programs (employee Eco Pass, car share and
bike share). They also plan and implement the BJAD – TDM.
Measuring Success
Bottom-line metric is annual counts/questionnaires of vehicle
trip generation
No other active strategies in place
Notes
New Google campus is in the midst of joining District.
RTD is currently proposing an 18% increase in EcoPass, which
violates their agreement with the District.

Impact Fees
Impact Fees are implemented by a local government on new/proposed development or land-use changes
to help pay for the costs that the new development may impose on public services, including expanded
off-site capital improvements such as roads, schools, and/or sewer systems.
These fees are usually implemented to help reduce the economic burden on local jurisdictions that are
trying to deal with population growth.
The property owner/developer pays impact fees, which are often one-time, upfront payments at the time
a permit is issued for a development project. However, payment terms can vary, and a lien is typically
placed on the property until the fee is paid in full.
Conceptually, impact fee payments could be used for public or private district-scale infrastructure projects
rather than for public, centralized systems only.
This would depend largely on the flexibility of the municipality’s impact fee policy and the willingness of
the Town Council to explore financing infrastructure that is over and above what is already budgeted for
impact fee funds.
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Payment / Fee-in-Lieu
Some municipalities allow developers to pay a fee-in-lieu of constructing some or all of the parking (where
parking is required).
The fees collected are used to construct a public parking facility that serves the particular development,
as well as surrounding uses.
Most cities set a uniform fee per space, with the number of spaces per development still dictated by the
parking code. The fee itself is often less than the full cost per space for the public sector to provide the
parking. Unless updated regularly, the fee may be considerably lower than the actual cost if the system
has been around for a while.
Vancouver, BC takes an interesting approach by setting the fee per space equal to the cost to construct
that space in a public garage, minus the expected revenue the city will get from that space (Shoup 2005).
In most cases, the developer can choose whether or not (and for how many spaces) to pay the in-lieu fee.
Some cities may offer payment in lieu of parking only in certain districts, when the option is available in
downtown commercial/business districts.
Beyond the financial aspects of payment in lieu of parking, there are a number of benefits to such
programs. Donald Shoup (2005) identifies a number of advantages to payment in lieu of parking, including:
 Greater flexibility for developers, which can be a boon for historic preservation given the

challenge parking can pose for adaptive reuse.
 More shared parking, thus potentially reducing the total number of spaces needed in the area.
 Fewer surface lots, because lots have been consolidated into one surface lot or possibly a

structure.
 Fewer zoning variances that need to be issued, which expedites the development process and
levels the playing field for all developers.
 Fewer surface parking lots lead to better access management and improved traffic operations.

Public Private Partnerships (P3)
Public-private partnerships (P3) are a way to reduce the public sector's direct debt burden while also
providing needed infrastructure. A key element in this is the ability to enter into design-build contracts.
Design-Build-Operate-Manage
An example from Connecticut can help to illustrate this innovative method. In 2000, the state issued bonds
to cover the costs of constructing a new parking facility at the Bradley Airport in Hartford, CT.
Due to the structure of the agreement, the bonds are actually guaranteed by a private entity.
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The state's arrangement used the same entity to design and build the facility and then, after construction,
to operate and manage through a lease from the state.
The lease payments cover the state's debt service and the facility revenues cover the lease payments.
Excess revenues are split between the state and the private operator.
Should the lease payments and revenue sharing prove insufficient to cover the debt service, the private
operator is responsible for making up the difference (Bier et al 2006).
Private operators like SP Plus are currently employing this strategy in some communities.
Build-Operate-Transfer
A private entity may cover the costs associated with building public infrastructure, operate it until the
costs are recovered, and then transfer ownership to a public agency.
Early parking meters were often installed in this fashion with manufacturers of meters installing them and
recovering costs until they were paid for (Shoup 2005).
Monetization / Privatization
One example of a P3, while controversial, shows how partnerships can be used in parking strategies. For
an upfront payment of $1.2 billion, Chicago leased the city's meters to Chicago Parking Meters LLC for 75
years. In return for operating and maintaining the system, the company receives all revenue from the
meters. The city maintains control of meter rate increases, though they are supposed to be brought closer
to market levels over the next five years (“Chicago Receives $1.157 Billion Winning Bid for Metered
Parking System,” December 2008).
Another example of this type of P3 is at The Ohio State University (OSU). In 2012, OSU entered a
concession agreement with CampusParc, which gave CampusParc the right to operate the university’s
parking system for a period of fifty years. Over the 50 years of the OSU parking concession, OSU expects
income from the $483 million payment to provide $3.1 billion to academic initiatives, such as hiring
faculty, offering more student scholarships, and supporting the arts and humanities. To date, OSU reports
interest income on the payment of $112 million. Daily operations of the parking system are managed by
LAZ Parking.

Recommended Funding Strategies to Explore
As the Town identifies potential funding sources to begin building up its parking fund, the Kimley-Horn
team recommends exploration of the following funding options in the short- to mid-term:
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Payment/Fee-in-Lieu
As outlined in the previous section focused on recommended adjustments to the land development code,
concurrent with the establishment of parking requirements in Downtown, the Town should create a feein-lieu of parking option for Downtown investors. This fee-in-lieu would give developers the choice of
meeting a higher requirement for constructing private parking spaces, paying into a fund, or dedicating a
public easement over parking spaces to attain a reduced parking requirement.
Fees-in-lieu are common tools used throughout Colorado, providing incentives and funding sources for
shared public parking investments. If the Town chooses to employ a fee-in-lieu component in its land
development regulations, it must concurrently establish the parking improvement fund in the Title 3,
Revenue and Finance portion of the Castle Rock Municipal Code and outline how the revenues collected
would be allocated toward the wide-range of parking improvements identified in its plan.
The most difficult action in establishing a fee-in-lieu ordinance is the first-time establishment of the fee.
The intent of the fee would be to collect revenues needed to construct a public parking space or to acquire
a public access easement for shared parking. The cost of a new surface parking lot, if land is acquired,
ranges between $8,000 and $12,000 per space. A parking structure costs between $20,000 and $30,000
per space.
The fee-in-lieu will evolve as land values increase in the Downtown area and the need for a parking
structure emerges. A fee equivalent to the cost of a surface parking space should be used initially because
the most practical solution to adding parking spaces in the Town right now would be through acquisition
of public access easements.
Downtown is seeking to evolve into a more walkable environment that is served by higher frequency
transit. The current parking supply in the Revised Study Area is generally spit into approximately 28%
public and 72% private. As such, a parking ratio aimed at establishing a minimum requirement is needed
to accommodate development with private parking. The Town should also establish a lower parking ratio
requirement incentive, in the form of a fee-in-lieu of parking, to assist the Town in expanding its shared
public parking throughout Downtown. Table 16 illustrates the recommended parking ratios for
Downtown.
Table 16. Recommended Parking Ratios for the Town of Castle Rock

Non-Residential
Development
1 bedroom Residential
2 bedroom Residential
3+ bedroom Residential
Residential Guest Parking

Private Parking
Ratio
4 / 1,000sf – min.
4.5 / 1,000sf – max.
1-bedrm unit–min.
1.25-bedrm unit – max.
2-bedrm unit – min./max.
2-bedrm unit – min./max.

1 space per 8 dwelling units
in addition to the minimum
off-street parking spaces**

Fee in-lieu (Shared Public Parking)
Ratio
Fee In Lieu
3 / 1,000sf – min.
1-unit min./max.
2-unit min./max.
2-unit min./max.

1 space per 16 dwelling
units in addition to the
minimum off-street
parking spaces**

$10,000 per
space or public
access
easement
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Public-Private Partnership
Based on the Town’s development landscape and vision for the future, Kimley-Horn recommends that the
time is right for the Town to explore the opportunity for a future public-private partnership as a route to
adding a second parking structure in Downtown. With the average cost in Colorado for a basic, abovegrade parking garage at $20,000 to $25,000 per space, finding the right funding and development partners
can be a lengthy task. While several communities similar in size to Castle Rock, like Boise, ID and Billings,
MT, have successfully worked with local private sector partners to fund parking garages, others have
looked to national parking operations companies and private equity firms who are willing to structure a
deal similar to the Build-Operate-Transfer strategy previously mentioned.

Business Improvement District
As outlined above, this important tool can provide an initial infusion of much-needed funds to kick-start
vital Downtown initiatives that may take years to work into a smaller to mid-sized community’s already
limited municipal budget. Development of a BID must be a community-driven process where Downtown
property owners are included in each step so that they understand and feel comfortable with the level of
transparency provided about how levy dollars would be used to improve their property value. A true
benefit of the BID structure is that funds can be used for a variety of purposes, including infrastructure
investment to support some of the TDM recommendations (i.e., bicycle infrastructure) and investment in
important parking infrastructure (i.e., technology like off-street space counters with real-time signage and
mobile app information), as well as other amenities that improve the pedestrian environment, such as
benches, streetscape enhancements, and wayfinding.
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IV. Conclusion
Continuing the Community Conversation
Town leadership and staff should be commended for their partnership with the Downtown Alliance and
inclusion of the community on this project. Both the Town and the Downtown Alliance have shown a true
commitment to including the Downtown community in a strategic conversation into parking and mobility.
What the Town rightly realizes is that stakeholder engagement is a vital part of developing a successful
parking and mobility management vision that supports the community’s larger economic development
goals. Including the community in this planning process, while not without its varied opinions, provides
important insight into the real and perceived parking challenges regularly faced by merchants, property
owners, employees, visitors, and the residents of Downtown Castle Rock.
Community engagement efforts can also play an important role in uncovering and promoting a shared
vision for the future of a community or central business district. Creating a balanced engagement strategy
that both identifies the current parking and mobility landscape—in the opinion of those who participate—
and starts to build a shared vision for the future, is vital to the success of any planning effort long-term. A
plan without a vision or shared community narrative is less likely to be successfully adopted, championed,
and ultimately implemented.
In many communities that undertake a planning or study process like this one, communication with
stakeholders about how their feedback was used to develop study or plan recommendations is often
missing. After spending hours of time attending public meetings, taking questionnaires, and engaging in
discussion, stakeholders often feel disenchanted with the process because they can’t see their
“fingerprints” when it comes time for recommendations on policies and programming to be made. In
many communities, engagement grinds to a halt when the study is complete or the consultant leaves
town, and stakeholders don’t hear from their cities again until it is time for a new round of public
meetings.
As the recommendations of the Study are moved forward, it will be important to continue communication
and education throughout implementation, giving stakeholders and the community-at-large an avenue
through which to give feedback that could help refine the implementation process. This process—“Closing
the Communication Loop”—also helps build trust and confidence that feedback given during the public
involvement process was both heard and incorporated into the final recommendations. It is the hope of
the consultant team that stakeholders will see their words and thoughts reflected in the public
engagement chapter of this plan. It is also strongly recommended that this report be made available to
the community using a variety of formats, including the Town’s website and social media channels, as well
as through presentations to community groups like the Downtown Alliance.
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Resource Library
The following set of appendices provides a range of documents designed to support and augment the
content of the Study. The content ranges from detailed parking occupancy counts, to an extensive Parking
Management Best Practices “Tool Kit,” to sample policies related to specific elements identified during
the current program assessment, etc.
One of the themes identified in the Study is the need to “master the fundamentals” of managing a
municipal parking program. To assist the Town as it seeks to grow its parking management program,
Kimley-Horn has provided several supplementary resources that can acts a "roadmap,” detailing the
various elements that must be addressed to have a successful program. The “20 Characteristics of
Effective Parking Programs,” included in the Resource Library, is an important guiding document for this
effort. These tools range from a sample parking enforcement manual to a tool designed to critique and
audit the existing enforcement program. Another example of an “operations focused tool” is a very
detailed parking facility operations manual that could be shared with the County, a partner on the Steering
Committee for this study. In every case, the goal of providing these sample documents is for the Town to
use them as a basis and guide for creating similar documents specific to their current and future operation.
It is our hope that these documents will provide valuable background information and practical tools to
help advance and improve public parking management in Downtown Castle Rock, today and in the future.
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Resource Library
White Papers

20 Characteristics of Effective Parking Management
Parking Requirements Reform
On-Street Technology Review
Municipal Parking Management Options
Parking as an Economic Development Strategy
Residential Parking Permit Programs
2016 Parking Professional Reading List
Strategy Documents

Developing a Retail Parking Support Strategy
Example of Shared Parking Ordinance – Town of Portland, OR
Example of Shared Parking Agreement – Town of Portland, OR
Parking Funding Strategies and Case Studies
Sample Downtown Business Score Card
Operations and Maintenance Guidelines

Recommended Maintenance Procedures
Parking Facility Maintenance Schedule
Parking Facility Rules and Regulations
Parking Enforcement Audit Checklist
Sample Parking Enforcement Operations Manual
Marketing and Communications

Annual Report Template
Best in Class Parking and Mobility Brands
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Appendices
LPR Collection Data
Occupancy Heat Maps
Turnover Data
Bicycle Parking Facility Counts and Locations
Community Outreach Survey Results
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